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FOREWORD 
This report presents the results of a study to access the plasma 
disturbance created by a large body of Space Shuttle dimensions 
traversing the ionosphere. This st* was commissioned by the 
Plasma Flow and Interaction Section of the Atmospheric Magnetospheric 
and Plasmas in Space (AMPS) science definition working group- The 
study was performed by Lee Parker, Inc. of Concord, Mass. for the 
NASA, Marshall Space Flight Center under the direction of W. R, Roberts 
of the AMPS Task Team. 
CHAPTER 1 
INTROGUCTION 
The problem of theoretically calculating the structure of the dis- 
turbed plasma (frequently referrinq to the wake and/or sheath) around a 
moving body in space i s  efluivalcnt to that of solving a complicated sys- 
tem of coupled nonlinear partial differential/integral equations. The 
equations consist of the V lasov (coll isionless Bol tznann) equations for  
the ions and electrons, and the Poisson equation relating the electr ic  
field to  the distributions of ions and electrons. The difficulty i s  
essentially a numerical one because analytic solutions are not ~ o s s i b l e  
(for cases of interest) ,  and there i s  no unique approach. In cases of 
stationary bodies (Parker, 1973 and l975), as we1 1 as rncving bodies 
(dther theoretical references of this  report), co11lSi nations of numerical 
techniques ( f in i t e  differences, i tcra tion, qgadra tures, etc. ) are required 
for  treating various parts of the problem. For either stationary or mov- 
ing bodies, the choices of techniques and their uje  to achieve consistent 
solutions for  any given set  of physical paranreters (defining body and 
plasma) have never been obvious. Innovations are frequently required. 
The purpose of this  report i s  to review some of the available techr.iques 
for a moving body (with empha5is on the !-rake), to  describe in detail a 
new conbinaticn of tcchn i q u s  uhi s h  appea r  t o  be  reasonably successful 
over a l s r ~ e  ranqe of the physical pitramcters, and to present sa~lplc 
solutions as we1 1 as the inple~nentinq cc~;)uter  proyam. 
Various approaches which have kcen used for this  type of problem are 
summarized in Chapter 2. I n  a1 1 such calculc..tions siinpl i f y ing  assumptions 
are made. The custonary ones are: 
- Collisions negligible. 
- Geomagnetic field negl igi hie. 
- Simple geometry (sphcre, d i s k ,  cyl indcr, e tc . )  
- Simple surface reactions (us~lal ly,  charged particles are 
neutral i zed).  
- Prescribed surface cmi ss ion  (usual l y  none, b u t  simp1 i fied 
photoelectron and secondary-el ect ron en i  ss ion are 
i ~ c l  udabl e) . 
- Conducting body (usual l y  pe r fec t l y  conducting, bu t  
f i n i t e  conduct iv i t ies  are includable). 
- Steady state. 
These assumptions may be qdcstioned ( f o r  example the neglect  of time- 
dependent phenomena), bu t  they may be a t  l e a s t  p a r t i a l  l y  relaxed by employ- 
i n g  known techniques t o  general ize the calculat ions. I n  the i n t e r e s t  o f  
achieving reasonably economical ca lculat ions wi t n i n  the 1 imi  t s  o f  ava i lab le  
computers, the above assumptions i n  t h e i r  usual form are adopted i n  the pre- 
sent work. 
The techniqufc and computer program described i n  Chapters 2 and 3 and 
i n  the Appendices have been developed t o  solve the coupled Poisson-Vlasov 
system o f  equations t o  obta in d i s t r i b u t i o n s  o f  i o n  and e lec t ron  density, 
and potent ia l ,  abcut 3-dimensional bodies (w i th  a x i a l  symmetry about the 
d i rec t i on  o f  plasma i low).  The program uses the " inside-out" method devel- 
oped by the author i n  1964, which fo l lows i o n  and e lec t ron  t r a j e c t o r i e s  
backa rd  i n  time from the p o i c t  i n  space a t  which i t  i s  desired t o  know the 
ve loc i t y  d i s t r i bu t i on ,  t o  t h e i r  o r i g i n  i n  the undisturbed plasma where the 
d i s t r i b u t i o n  i s  known. 
Br ie f ly ,  the present approach (see Chapter 2)  d i f f e r s  from tha t  o f  
Cal l  (1969) and Mart in (1974) by inc luding both the i o n  and the e lec t ron  
thermal motions, whereas Ca l l  and Mart in  represent the d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  ions 
by a cold beam, and of electrons by the Boltzmann factor. The approach 
d i f f e r s  from t h a t  of Taylor (1967) i n  tha t  (a) i t  i s  appl ied t o  3-dimensional 
bodies whereas Taylor t rea ts  an i n f  i n i  te ly- long cy l inder ,  and (b) the Poisson 
and Vlasov calculat ions are cycled u n t i l  self-consistency i s  achieved, where- 
as Taylor 's ca lcu la t ion  i s  terminated a f t e r  the f i r s t  cycle. The approach 
d i f f e r s  from t h a t  o f  Grabowski and Fischer (1975) because they (a)  assume 
t h a t  quas ineut ra l i t y  holds throughout space (which i s  i n v a l i d  i n  the very 
near wake), and (b) apply t h e i r  method t o  an i n f i n i t e l y - l o n g  cyl inder, D i f -  
ferences w i t h  other methods are out l ined i n  Chapter 2. The most s i m i l a r  
ca lcu la t ion  previously done was for  an i n f i n i t e l y - l o n g  cy l inder  by Fournier 
(1971 ), using ths  inside-out nethod. I n  general, the present approach uses 
fewer s imp l i f y i ng  assumptions and i s  thus appl icable t o  a l a rge r  range of 
parameters than other avai 1  able methods. 
Two major advances are represented by the present program, as opposed 
t o  previous approaches, p a r t i c u l a r l y  w i t h  regard t o  wakes o f  3-diinensional 
bodies : 
(1 ) Thermal motions o f  ions as we l l  as o f  e lect rons are t reated 
r e a l i s t i c a l l y  by fo l low ing t h e i r  t r a j e c t o r i e s  i n  the e l e c t r i c  f i e l d .  
(2) The technique f o r  achieving self-consistency i s  promising f o r  la rge  
bodies many orders-of-magni tude l a rge r  than the Debye length ( the Shutt le- 
Orb i te r  o r  the moon, f o r  example). 
Sollrt ions may be obtained w i t h  reasonable amounts of coinputer time by 
jud ic ious  choices o f  g r i d  points  and other  numerical paranjeters. The 
method can be extended t o  inc lude an arb i t ra r i l y -shaped body (present ly a  
body o f  revolut ion) .  
The s t ruc ture  o f  t h i s  repo r t  i s  as fol lows. 
Chapter 2 comprises a  review and summary o f  previous approaches, clas- 
s i f i e d  on the basis o f  how they t r e a t  the Vlasov problem (ca lcu la t ion  of i o n  
and e lec t ron  densi t ies and currents).  In p a r t i c u l a r ,  the ins ide-out  method 
i s  t reated i n  de ta i l .  The conlputational method f o r  number and cur ren t  den- 
s i  t y  quadratures i s  given i n  Appendix A. (Throughout the repo r t  the words 
" o r b i t "  and " t ra jec to ry "  are used interchangeably.) 
I n  Chapter 3, the method of sel  f -consi s ten t  so lu t i on  by Poi sson-Vlasov 
i t e r a t i o n  i s  treated. The method o f  so lu t i on  o f  the Poisson problem by f i n -  
i t e  differences i s  described i n  Appendix B. The "ion-densi t y  option" d is -  
cussed i n  Chapter 3 i s  appro9riate f o r  the l a r ~ e - b o d y  problem (see a lso  
Appendix B and Chapter 4) .  
The FORTRAN l i s t i n g  f o r  the cociputer proqram, and the descr ipt ions of 
i npu t  and output data, are given i n  Appendix C. 
Chapter 4 presents numerical so lu t ions  f o r  three sample d i s k  problems, 
showing the e f fec ts  o f  changes i n  body s ize  and i n  i on  t.lach n u ~ : ~ e r .  The 
r e s u l t s  a r e  presented i n  the form o f  transverse p r o f i l e s  o f  ion  cqnsity,  
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electron density, and potential ,  i n  the wake. (Data on the sheath i n  
f r o n t  o f  the d isk  are avai lable but  are not  given i n  t h i s  report.) The 
key resu l t s  are the following. 
For a r e l a t i ve l y  small body (radius = 5 Debye lengths), a t  potent ia l  = 
-4 kT/e and ion Mach number = 4, there i s  no prominent wake s t ruc ture  such as 
large-amp1 i tude "bumps" (enhancements/depletions) i n  the ion  o r  electron density . 
The wake becomes f i l l e d  i n  between 2 and 3 body r a d i i  downstream, and there 
i s  no potent ia l  well. The wake disturbance i s  essent ia l ly  confined t o  a 
region o f  length i n  the ax ia l  dimension about 4 r ad i i ,  and transverse 
rad ia l  dimension about 1.5 rad i i ,  
For a large body (radius = 103 Debye l ~ n g t h s ,  i.e., la rger  than has 
been previously treated real is tical?^), and f o r  the same body potent ia l  and 
ion Mach number as above, the wake begins t o  f i l l  up again between 2 and 3 
body r a d i i  downstream. Tha wake disturbance extends more than 6 body r a d i i  
downstream, but  transversely only between 2 and 3 rad i i .  There i s  2 poten- 
t i a l  wel l  near the wake surface o f  the disk, and quasineutral i  t y  i s  v a l i d  
outside o f  a cone-shaped region near the wake surface (wi th  the disk forming 
the ba,e o f  the cone). 
For the same large body, but w i th  ion Mach number 8 instead o f  4, the 
dimensions o f  the wake-disturbance region are not s i gn i f i can t l y  changed, 
but  the f i  11 ing-up occurs fur ther '  downstream. The potent ia l  we1 1 becomes 
wider and longer, a1 though the depth i s  similar. I n  addition, there seems 
t o  be a central core o f  essent ia l ly  ambient density along the axis, for  
both ions and electrons. 
To more comprehensively establ ish the pract ica l  app l i cab i l i t y  of the 
present conputer method t o  future Af4PS/Spacelab missions, i t  would be o f  
i n te res t  t o  compare theory and experiment f o r  cases where -- in-s i  t u  and labora- 
t o r y  simulation data are available. A t  present there are more laboratory 
resu l ts  (Oran e t  a1 ., 1975; Fournier and Pigache, 1975), than i n -q i t u  resu l t s  
(Henderson and Sami r, 1967; Sa.:i r gJ al-, , 1973). However, i t i s  presently 
s t i l l  d i f f i c u l t  t o  simulate ion transverse ve loc i ty  d is t r ibut ions i n  the 
laboratory, and the e f fec t i ve  ion temperature i s  frequently 1 ow. Since var i  - 
ous ra t ios  b f  ion temperature t o  e lectron temperature may be treated by the 
program w i th  r e l a t i ve l y  minor modifications, computations should be made 
wi th  "coolu ions t o  f a c i l i t a t e  lab-theory comparisons. The present theo- 
r e t i  cal  model should a1 so be compared, using selected ionosphere-magnet- 
osphere example problems, w i th  other avai 1 able theoret ical  models. The 
other models may be less r e a l i s t i c  but  they inay have advantages of re la-  
t i v e  simp1 i c i  t y  and economy; they may a1 so be "calibrated" through such 
comparisons. 
The present computer method gives information regarding the dimensions 
o f  the disturbed zone about a body. It?formation o f  t h i s  k ind should be 
useful f o r  estimating the lengths o f  booms t o  be deployed, for  example, 
on the Spacelab t o  keep outboard instrumentation outside the disturbance 
created by various structures on the spacecraft. I n  t h i s  sense, the com- 
putations may be regarded as a phase o f  a f e a s i b i l i t y  study. 
CHAPTER 2 
APPROACHES: REVIEW AND SUMPARY 
A l l  o f  the approaches t o  the body-in-a-plasma problem have i n  comnon 
the following elements. The quanti t ies t o  be computed include (a )  the 
potent ia l  d i s t r ibu t ion  and (b) the ion and electron density d is t r ibut ions.  
One nkiy also include the associated surface current densities. The equa- 
t ions t o  be solved simultaneously are (a) the Vlasov equation f o r  ions, 
(b) the Vlasov equation f o r  electrons, and (c) the Poisson equation. The 
solut ions o f  the Vlasov equations (ve loc i ty -d is t r ibut ion functions) are 
used t o  compute number densit ies (and surface current densit ies). The 
number-densi t y  d is t r ibut ions become input  t o  the (right-hand side o f  the) 
Poisson equation which y ie lds  the potent ia l  d is t r ibut ion.  F ina l lv ,  an 
i t e r a t i v e  procedure i s  used f o r  self-consi stency , wherein the density and 
potent ia l  d is t r ibut ions are successively cycled u n t i  1  sat is factory conver- 
gence has been achieved. 
The steady-state Vlasov equations f o r  ions and electrons state tha t  
the veloci t y -d i s t r i  tu t ion  functions remain constant along p a r t i c l e  t ra -  
jectories. With the e l ec t r i c  f i e l d  assumed given (numerical l y  i n  terms 
of a  spat ia l  g r i d  about the body), solving the Vlasov equations means 
formally that  one determines, from the shapes o f  the t ra jec tor ies ,  the 
ion and electron veloci ty d is t r ibut ions a t  the g r i d  points. The t ra jec-  
tor ies  re la te  local ve loc i t ies  a t  a  given g r i d  point  t o  those a t  i n f i n i t y .  
Through these relationships, the ion o r  electron number density a t  the 
point  may be evaluated by a  veloci ty- integral  over the local  ve loc i t y  
d is t r ibut ion.  Similarly, the current density may be evaluated a t  desired 
locations (usually the body surface). 
It i s  convenient t o  c lass i f y  the various theoretical approaches on 
the basis o f  hcw they t r ea t  the t ra jec tory  par t  o f  the Vlasov problem. 
"Inside-out" methods follow the t ra jec tor ies  backward i n  t i ne  i n t o  the 
undisturbed plasma, whi l e  "outside-in" methods fo l low the t ra jec to r ies  
forward, i n  the d i rec t ion o f  physical motion o f  the part ic les.  ( I n  an 
outside-in method, the ve loc i ty -d is t r ibut ion funct ion i s  not calculated; 
rather, the density i s  evaluated directly. ) 'Other" methods denote approxi- 
mations where trajectories are not followed a t  a1 1. The three approaches 
are d i  ;cussed below. 
There exists as yet no systematic comparison of the results of the 
various approaches with one another. 
Before discussing the various approaches, we may define here the 
parameters of interest  : 
Plasma Parameters 
no 
= unperturbed number density a t  infinity 
Ti ,Te = ion, electron temperatures 
mi = ion mass (electran mass not required) 
= electron Debye length 
Body Parameters 
r0 = characteristic dimension 
vo = velocity 
@0 = body potential 
(, = eQolkTe = dimensi~nless body potential 
M = vo JmilZkTi = ion Mach number (electron M--h number assuned 
negl igi ble) 
A 6  = = Debye number 
Henceforti; a l l  lengths are to be considered normalized by ro. Thus, A D  
wi 11 denote the dimensionless Debye number. Potentials are normalized by 
kTe/e, so that ~(i) denotes the dimensionless potential a t  the spatial 
point f. Number densi t i e s  are norrual ized by no, so that n(?) denotes the 
dimensionless density a t  $. In the calculations involving integrations 
over velocities, ? will denote a velocity normalized by the value of 
associated with the particles of interest. Similarly, E will 
denote total  energy normalized by kT. Veloci ty-di s t r i  bution functions 
(denoted by f )  wi 11 be ndrmal ized by no. For a given body geometry, there 
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are four dimensionless physical parameters o f  interest ,  namely, AD, +o, 
and H, along wi th  the temperature r a t i o  Ti/T,. Table 2-1 shows a sampling 
o f  the parameters used i n  various previous cal  cul  a t i  3ns. 
2A. INSIDE-OUT METHOD 
Consider a s ingle species o f  (charged) par t ic le ,  i .e., i o r s  o r  elec- 
trons. The e l ec t r i c  f i e l d  i s  assumed t o  be known. I n  order t o  compute 
the number density n(:) a t  the point  i, one must evaluate the t r i p l e  
integral  over ve loc i ty  space: 
where f(?, $) i s  the d i s t r i bu t i on  function which sa t i s f ies  the Boltzrnann 
equation f o r  the given species o f  part ic le,  i s  the radius vector o f  the 
space po in t  of interest, and ; i s  the loca l  ve loc i t y  o f  a p a r t i c l e  a t  i. 
The veloci ty-volume element i s  wr i t ten as i f  cartesian coordinates were 
being used, but the product dv dv dv, i s  intended t o  symbolize an a rb i t r a r y  
x Y 
coordinate system. Similarly, i n  order t o  compute the co l  lected current 
density a t  points on the surface o f  a body, one must evaluate a t  each po in t  
a t r i p l e  integral  over v e l x i t y  spa:e o f  the form 
where vn i s  the component o f  the par t i c le  ve loc i ty  normal t o  the surface 
a t  the po in t  ?. g o  
The problem i s  thus t o  evaluate f. Since the problems o f  i n te res t  
are assumed t o  be co l l i s ion less and constant i n  time, the d i s t r i bu t i on  
function f sa t i s f ies  the steady-state Vlasov (or  co l l i s ion less Boltzmann) 
equation, namely, 
TABLE 2-1 
PAWETERS ADOPTED I N  PREVIOUS WAKE CALCULATIONS 
I 
Mach Number Debye Number 
1 2  
l o ' 3  
- , -  1 1  
25 10 
1 
- +  5 2 5 
1, 35. 10 1 
:, 12 
Fournier (1971) 
Ion-Att ract i  ve 
Body Potential  
-3, 0, 1, 2.75, 
6, 40 
- 
20 + 1ooCl 
0 + 40 
10, 25 
0 -+ 40 




i r re levan t  
0.25 + 20 
L i u  and Jew 
(1968, 1969) 
Kiel e t  al. 
(1 9a-)- 
t 
Mart in (1974) 
Grabowski and 
Fischer (1975) 
Taylor (1967) ( f i r s t  order only) 
Davis and 
Harris (1 961 ) 





6 -t 7 
1 - + 8  
0 + 3  
. 
2, 7 
4 ,  8 
5, 8 
4 -+ 10 
0 + 1.4 
6 
2 0 ' 5 '  
1 1 1  
m' rn' lo 
f +  1 
0 (quasi neutral ) 
2/3 
where 8 i s  the vector accelerat ion o f  a p a r t i c l e  passing w i t h  v e l o c i t y  $ 
through the p o i n t  :. The gradient operators v and V operate on the corn- 
v 
ponents o f  f and o f  $, respect ively.  Equation (2-3) s ta tes  t h a t  f i s  con- 
s tan t  along a p a r t i c l e  o rb i t ,  which i s  character ized by the constants o f  
the  motion. I n  a general e l e c t r o s t a t i c  f i e l d  (here assumed given) whose 
sources are  volume and surface charges, the t o t a l  energy E i s  conserved, 
where the dimensionless E i s  def ined by 
and $(;) i s  the dimensionless po ten t i a l  energy o f  the p a r t i c l e  a t  :.
With +(?) a known funct ion o f  ?, one may evaluate the i n t e g r a l s  i n  
Eqs. (2-1) and (2-2) by fo l low ing orbit:, backward i n  t ime w i t h  t r a j e c t o r y  
ca lcu la t ions  t o  a p o i n t  where f i s  known. For example, i n  the case of a 
body immersed i n  a plasma, f i s  assumed t o  be known a t  i n f i n i t y  (where @ 
vanishes), and i s  assumed t o  have a t  i n f i n i t y  a prescribed energy d i s t r i -  
bution, such as a Maxwellian w i t h  d r i f t ,  o r  a more general d i s t r i b u t i o n .  
Also, f i s  assumed t o  be known on the surfaces o f  electrodes. If a sur- 
face emits par t i c les ,  i t s  d i s t r i b u t i o n  func t ion  must be prescribed. If 
the surface absorbs without re-emi tti ng charged par t i c 1  es, the d i  s t r i  bu- 
t i o n  func t i o r  ( o f  emit ted p a r t i c l e s )  i s  prescribed t o  be zero. Thus, f 
i s  d'scontinuous i n  ve loz i  t y  space: That i s ,  the physical ly-possi b l e  
v e l o c i t y  space ( a t  the po in t  ?) i s  d iv ided i n t o  two domains, namely, the 
domain o f  o r b i t s  which have come t o  ? from i n f i n i t y ,  and the domain o f  
o r b i t s  which have come t o  ? from eleztrode surfaces. I n  the l a t t e r  
domain, f vanishes i f  there i s  no emission. Thereicre, f i s  discont inu- 
ous on the boundary between the two domains i n  v e l o c i t y  spdce. The shape 
o f  the boundary between the two domains depends, o f  course, on the geom- 
e t r y  and the po ten t i a l  funct ion 4 ,  and i t  i s  the hear t  o f  the problem 
(a) t o  determine the boundary o f  the domain of o rb i  t s  coming from i r ~ f  i n i  t y  , 
and (b) t o  evaluate the i n teg ra l s  Eqs. (2-1) and (2-2) over t h a t  domain of 
v e l o c i t y  space. 
I n  pract ice, one need not  i n  general determine e x p l i c i t l y  the boun- 
dary o f  the domain i n  v e l o c i t y  space of o r b i t s  coming from i n f i n i t y .  
Rather, one m3y fo l low a la rge nun;her o f  r , rbf ts  backward i n  time (computa- 
t iona l ly ) ,  and evaluate the moment integrals, Eqs. (2-1) and (2-2), auto- 
m t i c a l l y  froln +,he r e s u l t s  o f  the o rb i t - f o l  lowing. ,t may, hoviever, under 
some circmstances be more accurdte and e f f i c i e n t  t o  determine t h i s  boun- 
dary. To do so m i d  c m p l  i c a t e  the computer programing. 
For a Paxwellian d i s t r i 9 i r t i o n  d r i f t i r  j w i t h  Mach cumber 1.1, the dineri- 
sionless ve loc i  t y -d i s t r i bu t i on  funct ion a t  i n f i n i t y  cay be sri  tten: 
(veioc i  t i e s  i n  u n i t s  ~f V- , 
* = ax ia l  component o f  ve loc i t y )  
z 
2 
where v_ = v2 + ) may be i d e n t i f i e d  w i t h  the t o t a l  energy E, and v z- 
wi th  rc times the cosine o f  the anqle t e t x ~ e n  and the axis. The 
mncn t  i n teg ra l  (2-1 ) f o r  number densi ty  may be approxinated by a quad- 
rattrre sum as follows: 
1 J K  
n = [jlafm d% =I jk jk ( ~ 1  
i j k  i J k  
3-+ 
where d v i s  a short-hand nota t ion  f o r  the elercent dvxt-!vydv,, and d i s  a 
cut-off (o r  step) funztion, equal to  u n i t y  o r  zero according as the t ra -  
jectory i s  found t o  come from i n f i n i t y  o r  the body surface, respect ively. 
In the sun, the three indices re fer  t o  d iscre te  values of three cocponents 
o f  veloc i ty ,  where the values are chosen i n  a c c ~ r d  WI ch a quadrature scheme 
(Gaussian), and the ccef f i c ien ts  Ai jk are proport ional t o  the associated 
weiqhts. Each term i n  the sum represents an ind iv idua l  t r a j e c t o r j ,  A sim- 
i l a r  sun i s  3Pt.ained for  the current  densi ty  (see Appendix A). 
Figure 2-1 indicates schematically how one o f  the t ra jec to r ies  (w i th  
indices i, j, k j  from th2 sum i n  Eq. (2-6) i s  traced backward from the 
r-TO body surface biik = o 
- To grid boundary (infinity) hijr - I , and 
Evaluation of aijk for  (i,j,k!-th trajectory by following (reversible) 
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poin t  P (usually, a g r i d  point), and found e i the r  t o  reach the body sur- 
face, o r  t o  reach " i c f i n i t y "  a t  the boundary o f  the grid. 
This consti tutes the inside-out mthod  o f  so lu t ion of the Vlasov 
problem. Further de ta i l s  includif ig the discrete ve loc i t ies  and coeffi- 
c ients of the sum are given i n  Appendix A. 
The advantages and disadvantagzs o f  t i le sethod are: 
Advantages of Inside-Out Method 
1, Density points can be chosen ind iv idua l l y  3nd a t  random. 
Hence the mthod i s  f lex ib le.  
2. Suitable fo: electrons as wel l  as ions. 
Disadvantage ( r z l a t i ve l y  minor) 
Information carr ied by t rd jcc to r ies  i s  l o s t  upcn moving t o  
another density point, Hence the calculat ion tends t o  be 
t ime-consumi ng. 
The inside-out method was developed by Parker (1964), and has subse- 
quently been used by Fournier (1971 ) and by Grabowski and Fischer (1975) 
t o  calculate the wake o f  an i n f i n i t e l y - l onq  moving c i r cu la r  cylinder. 
Grabowski and Fischer also assrtmed complete quasineutral i t y  , thus r c s t r i c t -  
ing the ge~ le ra l i t y  o f  t h e i r  method. I t  was also used by Taylor (1967) for  
the wake of an i n f i n i  te!y -long cy l  indcr o f  rectangular cross-section (a 
" th ick str ip") ,  but the calculat ion was not car r ied beyond the f i r s t  i t e ra -  
tion, and i s  therefore not  self-consistent. Parker and Whipple (1467, 1970) 
have used the method f o r  two-electrode probes on a sa te l l i t e ,  and Parker 
(1970, 1973) has used the method f o r  tbio-electrode rocket-borne and labora- 
tory  probe systems, and f o r  the problem o f  a small probe i n  the sheath of 
a large electrode. 
28. OUTSIDE- IN METHODS 
Outside-in methods may be divided i n t o  t;~o types, the methcd of f lux-  
tubes and the method o f  superparticles o r  weighted deposition. The two 
types o f  outside-in methods are i l l us t ra ted  i n  Fig. 2-2. The trajector ies 
are injected fm the outer boundary o f  a grid. 
I n  the method o f  f l u x  tubes, the f l ux  o f  part ic les i n  a tube i s  con- 
stant , The t ~ b e  i s  defined by two neighboring trajectories. Since the 
cross-section3 area o f  the tube i s  known From the trajectary calculation, 
and the par t i c le  velocity i s  also known, the pa r t i c l e  density may be deter- 
mined a t  any point i n  the tube (as indicated i n  the figure). The density 
i s  usually assigned t o  the nearest g r i d  point along the path of the tube. 
The advantages and disadvantages o f  the f lux-tube outside-i n method 
are: 
Advantages o f  Method 
A re la t i ve ly  fas t  calculation. 
O i  sadvantaqes 
1. Inval id  i f  trajector ies cross or  reversedirection, 
Hence the region near the body's wake surface cannot 
be treated. 
2. Suitable only f o r  an axispmetr ic body wi th  cold ions 
i n  a beam. 
The flux-tube technique has been used by Davis and Harris (1961) for 
the cold-ion wake o f  a sphere, by Call (1969) fo r  the cold-ion wakes o f  a 
s t r ip ,  disk, i n f i n i  tely-long cylinder, and spiiere, by Martin (1974) for 
the cold-ion wakes o f  a s t r i p  and a disk, and by McDonald and Smetana (1969) 
for the wake o f  an in f in i te ly- long cylinder i n  a monoenergetic-ion plasma 
with dr i f t .  
I n  the method o f  weighted deposition, the space i s  divided i n to  cells, 
with each c e l l  associated with one o f  the gr id  points. The contribution of 
a trajectory t o  the density i n  the c e l l  i s  proportional t o  the time spent 
i n  passing through the cel l .  
The advaatages and disadvantages o f  the method o f  weighted deposition 
are: 
hilETHOD OF FLUX TUBES 
Tube defined by two neighboring trajectories 
N = number entering 
tube per second 
ot outer boundary 
of grid. 
= n A v  = constant 
A, A ' ,  A" = cross-sectional area a t  points P, P o ,  P" 
v, v ' ,  v" = local speed a t  P, P' ,  P" 
- 
(Nethod assumes n = constant on cross-section o f  tube) 
METHOD OF S U P E R P A R T I C L E S  
OR W E I G H T E D  D E P O S I T I O N  
C o n t r ~  bute to 
density in cel l  
Contribdtion t o  density i n  c e l l  proportional to  time ( ~ t  = ~ s / v )  spent i n  c e l l .  
An = N b t  - - N AS (volume of c e T T  v x (volume o f  c e l l r  
(method assumes n = constant wi th in  c e l l  ) 
FIG. 2-2. OUTSIDE-IN METHODS 
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Advantaws of Hethod 
1. tb d l f f i c u l t y w i t h  t ra jectory  crossings. 
2. Related t o  and adaptable t o  tine-dependent computer 
s imlat ion.  
D i  sadvantage 
Many t ra jector ies  needed f o r  good s t a t i s t i c s  w i th in  cel ls .  
This method was studied by Parker (1964) f o r  a monoenergetic-ion d is-  
t r i bu t i on  w i th  d r i f t ,  and was used by Maslennikov and Sigov (1965) f o r  the 
cold-ion wake o f  a sphere. 
2C. OTHER METHODS 
Other methods include approximate treatments which avoid t r a  jcc tory  
calculations. L i u  and Jew (1968, 1969) assumed tha t  the ion ax ia l  compc- 
nent o f  ve loc i ty  i s  constant. They then determined 1 i m i  t i ng  t ra jector ies  
f o r  the density integral  by fur ther  approximations, namely, an addit ional 
assumed approximate constant o f  the motion, evaluated using the local  f i e l d  
i n  the v i c i n i t y  o f  the point  i n  question. They applied t he i r  method t o  the 
wakes o f  a sphere and a cylinder. Kiel  , Gey, and Gustafson (1968) treated 
the wake o f  a sphere, assuming neutral ion t ra jector ies  (straight-1 ine paths, 
neglecting the e lec t r i c  f ie ld) .  They also assumed that  the electron densi- 
t i e s  were given by approximate formulas designed t o  include the effect o f  
the potential bar r ier  i n  the wake. For the wake o f  a s t r ip ,  a disk, and an 
i n f i n i  tely-long cylinder, Gurevich e t  al. (1969) assumed quasineutral i ty, 
w i th  ion  and electron densit ies both equated t o  the Bol tzmann factor. I n  
addition, they assumed that  the ion  ax ia l  component o f  ve loc i ty  i s  constant 
and that  the ion Mach number i s  large. 
CHAPTER 3 
SELF-COHSISTEMT SOLUTIONS BY POISSON-VLASOV ITERATION 
The "inside-outR method f o r  obtaining ion  and electron densities, i n  
a given e l ec t r i c  f i e l d  defined by the values o f  the e l e c t r i c  potent ia l  a t  
a chosen set  o f  g r i d  points, has been described i n  Chapter 2, w i th  compu- 
ta t iona l  de ta i l s  given i n  Appendix A. This const i tutes the "Vlasov prob- 
lem." The Vlasov problem must be solved separately f o r  the electrons and 
each species o f  ions (when there i s  more than one). I n  going f r o m  one 
species t o  another, o r  t o  electrons, the potent ia ls are mu1 t i p l i e d  by the 
appropriate scale factor. 
How the e l ec t r i c  f i e l d  i s  obtained when the ion and electron densi- 
t i e s  are given i s  discussed i n  de ta i l  i n  Appendix B. Here, the Poisson 
equation i s  replaced by a set  o f  dif ference equations based on the chosen 
set  of g r i d  points, w i th  one equation f o r  each unknown potent ia l  a t  a g r i d  
point. The der ivat ion o f  the caef f ic ients  o f  the unknown potent ia ls i n  
the dif ference equations, and the method o f  solution, are given i n  Appendix 
B. The system o f  simultaneous equations f o r  the unknown potent ia ls i s  
solved by a re laxat ion procedure. This consti tutes the "Poisson problem." 
The boundary conditions f o r  the potent ia ls i n  the Poisson problem 
are as follows. A t  points representing the body surface, the normalized 
potent ia l  i s  f ixed a t  the chosen value 4,. A t  the external (boundary) 
points o f  the grid, where " i n f i n i t y "  i s  represented on the computer, a 
" f loat ing"  condition i s  opt iona l ly  used, namely, a l i near  r e l a t i on  between 
4 and ag/an, the normal component o f  v+. The exact r e l a t i on  of $ t o  a+/an 
i s  not important when the external boundary o f  the g r i d  i s  su f f i c i en t l y  far  
away. (For the calculat ions t o  be reported, the assumed re l a t i on  was the 
same as f o r  a Coulomb potential.) I n  any case, e i ther  the f ixed condit ion 
+ = 0 o r  the f loa t ing  condition w i l l  give the same resul ts,  provided the 
g r i d  boundary i s  moved su f f i c i en t l y  f a r  out. The ef fec ts  of various types 
o f  boundary conditions representing " i n f i n i t y "  have been studied by Taylor 
(1967), and by Parker and Sul l ivan (1974). I n  general, the f loat ing con- 
d i t i o n  appears t o  be computationally more e f f i c i e n t  than the f ixed one. Of 
course, the f loat ing condition becomes ideal when the true re la t ion  
between 9 and a+/an i s  used, but t h i s  requires that the asymptotic form 
o f  the solution be known i n  advance. (See, f o r  example, Parker and Whip- 
p ie  (1970).) 
An i te ra t ion  method i s  used f o r  computing self-consistent charged- 
par t i c le  and potential distributions. This i s  herein referred t o  as the 
wPoisson-Vlasov iteration." Two principal options are entplojed fo r  t h i s  
procedure. I n  one o f  the options, the *charge-densityw option, the space 
charge i s  i n i t i a l l y  and a r b i t r a r i l y  assumed t o  be zero. For t h i s  case, 
one obtains the Laplace (space-charge-less) e lec t r i c  f i e l d  from the Poisson 
problem. This i s  the "zero-orderw potential d istr ibut ion, which becomes 
input t o  the Vlasov problem. Thp resul t ing solution' o f  the Vlasov probletn 
yields the ion and electron densities a t  the g r i d  points, which are com- 
bined t o  make *zero-ordern charge densities. These b e c m  input t o  the 
next Poisson problem, which then yields the "f irst-order" potentials, and 
so on. I n  th i s  procedure one usually "mixes" successive charge-density 
i terates t o  improve stabi l i ty .  Otherwise the process can "blow up." One 
can also mix potential i terates rather than densities i f  desired. The 
dependence o f  the stabi 1 i t y  and convergence o f  the above procedure on the 
mixing parameter have been studied analy t ica l ly  by Parker (1970) and 
Parker and Sul 1 ivan (1974). (No other analysis o f  th is  type has been pub- 
1 ished t o  the author's knowledge. ) This (charge-densi t y )  option i s  most 
ef fect ive when the spatial region o f  interest i s  not many Debye lengths 
across. The analysis s!jows that one can (probably always) choose a mixing 
parameter su f f i c ien t ly  small t o  ensure convergence, but a t  the expense of 
additional iterations. 
I n  the other option, the "ion-density option," the ion density d i s t r i -  
bution alone i s  assumed i n i t i a l l y .  I n i t i a l  guesses which can be employed 
include (a) zero ion density everywhere, (b) un i t  ion density (the ambient 
value) everywhere, and (c) the neutral ion density which obtains when there 
are no forces. Whichever choice i s  made fo r  the i n i t i a l  guess i s  desig- 
nated the "zero-order" ion density. Now i f  one assumes the electron den- 
s i t y  t o  be given by the Boltzmann factor exp(+), the Poisson equation may 
solved, holding the ion densities fixed, but regarding both the potentials 
and the electron densities a t  the gr id  points as unknowns. This i s  a non- 
l inear  problem, which i s  solved by a modification of the relaxation pro- 
cedure used fo r  the 'charge-density" option. The new procedure i s  an 
isportant advance since the i te ra t ion  i s  not as sensitive (tending to  blow 
up) to small Debye numbers as i n  the charge-density option. Thus, very 
large bodies ( i n  multiples o f  the Debye length) can be treated. This has 
been the method used to  obtain t>e resul ts reported i n  Chapter 4. Similar 
ideas have been used by Call (1969) and Fournier (1971 ), but these workers 
hdve not treated large bodies. 
The assumption that the electron density i s  given by the 001 tzn:ann 
factor becomes inval id  when the body surface potential i s  near zero, o r  
when there i s  a potential barr ier i n  the wake such chat the wake potentials 
are more negative than the surface potential (causing electrons t o  be 
attracted t o  the surface rather than repelled from it). In th is  case i t  i s  
s t i l l  possible to  use the ion-densi t y  option, with i t s  large-body capability, 
provided that, wi thin each cycle, where the ion densities are held fixed, a 
"minor i teration' i s  carried out such that the electron densities are com- 
puted by trajectory calculations. 
CHAPTER 4 
W L E  RESULTS 
Calculations were made for three sample problems, using the computer 
prcgram 1 i s t ed  i n  Appendix C, based on the theory o f  t h i s  report. The 
resui ts presented here 3re prel iminary i n  the sense t ha t  they are intended 
as an i 1 lus t ra t ion  of tk capabi 1 i t y  o f  the program, ra ther  than a system- 
a t i c  study. The body i s  assumed t o  be a c i r cu la r  d isk w i t h  i t s  plane nor- 
mal t o  the flow, and the problem i s  specif ied by the dimensionless physical 
parameters +o, M, and AD, defined by (Chapter 2): 
where T i s  e i ther  the ion o r  electron temperature (assuming equal temper- 
atures), a. i s  the disk potential ,  vo i s  the disk velocity, m i s  the ion  
mass (M i s  assw~ed t o  be negl ig ib le  f o r  the electrons), ro i s  the disk 
radius, and A+, i s  the dimensional Debye length. 
Numerical parameters f o r  the calculat ions include 89 g r i d  points, 
d is t r ibuted mostly i n  the wake region, and i n  most cases 512 t ra jec io r ies  
per g r i d  point  (8 values each f o r  the polar and azimtrthal angles, and 8 
values f o r  the energy; see Appendix C). 
The potential  was set t o  zero on the downstream computational boun- 
dary, and was allowed t o  " f l oa t "  on the upstream and side boundaries. 
(The boundary conditions a t  the various outer g r i d  surfaces can be e i the r  
f i xed  or  f loat ing.) The downstream boundary f o r  the present calculat ions 
was set a t  6 rad i i ,  i .e., beyond the Mach number o f  r a d i i  f o r  the two prob- 
lems wi th M=4. The electron density n was assumed t o  be given by the 
e 
Boltzmann factor exp((). This i s  reasonable for  (,=-4 on the surface, and 
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leads o f  course t o  computer economy (by avoiding t ra jec tory  calculat ions 
f o r  electrons). tiowever, i t  must be emphasized tha t  t h i s  does not  repre- 
sent an essential res t r ic t ion;  the program i s  spec i f i ca l l y  designed t o  
compute ne, as well  as ni , r e a l i s t i c a l l y  when necessary, by t ra jec to ry  
calculations. Moreover, i n  cases where a potent ia l  - we1 1 occurs i n  the 
wake near the surface, the Boltzmann-factor assumption becomes i nva l i d  
and the t ra jec tor ies  mltst then be computed, a t  l eas t  f o r  points near the 
surface. 
With the Boltzmsnn-factor assumption, an option i s  avai lable i n  the 
Poisson-solution par t  o f  the program. This i s  the "ion-densi t y "  opt ion 
(Chapter 3) which includes the Boltzmann fac tor  i n  the equations for  the 
potent ia l  d ist r ibut ion;  the equations thereby become nonl i near rather 
than linear, This i s  a s i a p l i f i e d  case o f  a possible general technique 
where, during each "major" i t e r a t i o n  cycle i n  which the ion densit ies 
are held fixed, sel f-consistent potent ia ls and electron densit ies are 
simul taneous:y dztermined. This technique i s  as ye t  i n  an experimeqtal 
stage, but i t  seems promising i n  that  i t  may produce solut ions w i th  '-@a- 
sonable costs f o r  large-body problems; i n  such problems, the conventional 
Poisson-V:asov i t e ra t i on  based on the "charge-densi ty" option (Chapter 3) 
becomes expensive (Parker and Sull ivan, 1974). A disadvantage of the ion- 
density option, however, i s  tha t  i t s  convergence properties are not  
understood; therefore i t s  costs are d i f f i c u l t  to predict.  This i: i n  con- 
t r a s t  t o  the case o f  the charge-density option where an analysis i s  ava i l -  
able (Parker and Sul:ivan, 1974). 
The three calculat ions t o  be described next were a1 1 made wi th  t i le 
ion-densi t y  option. The cases are: 
Transverse prof  i les o f  normal i zed ion density (ni ) , electron dens i t y  
(ne), and potent ia l  ( 6 )  i n  the wake region downstream of the disk are 
shown below f o r  the three cases. The p ro f i l es  are i n  transverse planes 
a t  various distances downstream, and a l l  lengths are  normalized by the 
disk radius. (z denotes ax ia l  distance dow~stream, i n  r a d i i ,  with z=0 
defined as the plane of the disk, and r denotes transverse, i .e., radia l ,  
distance from the axis.) The profil;s are presented i n  Figs. 4-1 to  4-3, 
and i n  Tables 4-1 t o  4-3. 
4.1 C a s e p o = - 4 ,  M - 4 ,  and A D D 1 / 5  
-
For t h i s  case (Fig. 4-1, and Tables 4-1 t o  4-3), the parameter values 
i l l u s t r a t e  a c l  ,s of problems o f  physical in te res t ,  such as a small TAD 
a t  h igh a l t i t udes ,  o r  a probe mounted on o r  qear a spacecraft. 
Tuelve major i t e r a t i o n s  (Poisson-Vlasov cyc les)  were computed, i n  
which successive ion-densi t y  i t e r a t e s  w r e  m i  xed, w i  t h  a m i  x i  ng parameter 
0.5, s t a r t i n g  w i t h  ~ n i f o r n  ambient i on  densi ty  as an i n i t i a l  guess. I n  
the l a s t  f ou r  i te ra t ions ,  8192 t r a j e c t o r i e s  were used a t  +ointb a t  and 
near the wake axis. This increase o f  the nucber o f  t r a j e c t o r i e s  by a 
fac tor  16 was made t o  increase the accuracy i n  the i nves t i q3 t i on  of pos- 
s i  b l e  s t ruc ture  (enhancements o r  deplet ions i n  i o n  o r  e l c c  t ron  densi t y  ) 
near the axis. 
Fic;<~re 4-1 shows three sets o f  p ro f i l es ,  one f o r  ni , Gne f9r ne. 
and one f o r  0 .  I l l i . ~ i n  each set, the p r o f i l e s  are arrangcd vert- ical ly i t ]  
order o f  increasing ax ia l  distance z. There are eight values of z, name;y, 
z = 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0 and 6.0. Each p r o f i l e  i s  constructed 
using n ine values of r, namely, r = 0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.5, 
and 2.C, w i t h  s t ra igh t - l i ne  segments connecting the values of the func- 
t i ons  (ni , nee. o r  () computed a t  these points.  (Th2 nine vdlucs of r and 
e igh t  values o f  2 are the coordinates o f  the 72 g r i d  po in ts  chosen t o  
rep-czent the wake region of t p i s  problem, f o r  which a t o t a l  of 89 po in t s  
w, ~sed.)  
The ( -p ro f i les  ( r i g h t  s ide o f  f igure)  and the tie-Prof i l e s  (middle 
of f igure)  are thc 12 th-  order i t e r a t i o n  values. These $-values are a lso  
given i n  Tab;? 4-3, i n d  the ne-values are given, i n  parentheses, i n  Table 
4-1. On the l e f t  5ide o f  the f igure ,  there are t w ~  sets of n, -prof i les,  
one l abe l l ed  "A",  and the other unlabel led. The "A"-profi les f ~ r  n are  i 
the 11 th-order values (Table I-?), from which the $ -p ro f i  l e s  (and ne- 
p r o f i l e s )  i n  the f igure  are derived. The un labe l l r ?  p r c i i l e s  for ni are 
the 12th-order ni-values (Table 4-1 ) resu l  t i n g  from t r a i e c t o r y  celcu1.- 
t ions  using the + -p ro f i l es  (Tab le  4-2 ) .  The jux tapos i t ion  of the "A" and 
unlabe? led ni-profi i r s  ir ,d+;,- ,  . , . extent  t o  which the Po i  sson-Vlasov 
i t e r a t i o n  has converged. A t  z = 1 and below, the two p r o f i l e s  are suf-  
f i c i e n t l y  c lose t o  be considered we l l  converged f o r  the present purposes. 
Tables 4-1 and 4-2 g ive the numerical values o f  the 12th and 11th orders 
of ni (unlabel l e d  and "A"), respect ively.  
The convergence i s  more complete a t  some pa in t s  than a t  others. The 
non-coqv:rg2nce a t  z = 2 and beyond seems t o  be small-ampli tude nuner ica l  
"noise," b u t  the over-211 so lu t i on  i s  s c f f i c i e n t l y  we l l  defined fo r  the 
present purposes. The d i f f i c u l t y  o f  the convergence a t  and beyond z = 2 
may be associated i n  p a r t  w i t h  i n s u f f i c i e n c i e s  i n  the  numbers of g r i d  
points,  numbers o f  t r a j e c t o r i e s  , and i ndi v idual  t r c  j e c t o r y  accuracy; 
impi'o\remer~ts i n  these parameters requires more con;puter time. A t  po in t s  
along the ax i s  more t r a j e c t o r i e s  were used than a t  po in ts  o f f  the axis,  
so tha t  -,he accrrracy i s  r e l a t i v e l y  h igh along the axis. I n  cont ras t  t o  
o f f -ax i s  points,  the convergence i s  c l e a r l y  exce i l en t  a t  the a x i a l  po in ts  
beyond z = 1. The accuracy o f  ni a t  o f f -ax i s  po in t s  fa r  dow~~strearn where 
+ i s  small i s  estimated t o  be about 1C percent. 
Tables 4-1 and 4-2 a lso  g ive the dimensionless i o n  and e lec t ron  cur- 
r e n t  densi ty  (ji and j e )  a t  the center o f  the wake s ide of the d isk.  (je 
i s  seen t o  have the value exp(-4).) The e lec t ron  dnnsi t y  (ne j  p r o f i l e s  
are given i n  Fig. 4-1 (middle p r o f i l e s )  and i n  Table 4-1 ( i n  p a ~ e n t h s ~ z s ) @  
:?& 
ne i s  assumed t o  be u n i t y  (ambient valire) a t  the downstream boundary ; = 6 -if 
where 4 i s  assuned t o  be zero. Figure 4-1 and Table .!-I ind ica te  tha t  
quasine~tra1i t .v  (n = ne) i s  roughly v a l i d  w i t h i n  the accuracy of the ca l -  
I 
cu la t i on  a t  t z = 4 and beyond. 
The fe2,"res o f  the wake s t ruc tu re  are as f o l l a . ~ ~ :  There i s  no prom- 
i nen t  s t ruc ture  S ~ J C ~  as 1 arge-anlpl i tude i on  o r  e lec t ron  densi t y  bumps. 
The apparent s t ruc ture  i n  the i o n  prof:\es a t  z = 2 and beyond sugyeqts 
the possi b i  1 i t y  o f  smzll -amp1 i tude i o n  s t ruc ture  near the axis,  beyond 
z = 2. The sp,~arent i o n  s t ruc ture  near the a x i s  a t  z - 5 i s  c l e a r l j *  no t  
associated w i t h  the l oca l  po ten t i d l  p r o f i l e  (since 4 i s  essen t i a l l y  zer9 
i~ t h i s  region); hence t h i s  s t ruc ture  must b2 aqsociated ~i t h  upstream 
perturbat ions, i .e., the de f l ec t i on  o f  ion t r a j e c t o r i e s  pass ins near +he 
edge o f  the disk. It i s  a lso evident t ha t  the  dawnstream boundary 3 t  z = 6 
has been chosen suff iciently f o r  downstreara. This evidence i s  based on 
the w t h n e s s  with which the potential has already fa l l en  o f f  t o  negli- 
g ib le  values a t  z = 5. 
The r e a l i t y  of the small-aaspl i tude structures (as opposed t o  i tera- 
t i v e  noise) can be ver i f ied by tnore accurate calculations, wi th  changes 
i n  the numerical par-ters such as numbers o f  g r i d  points and trajec- 
tories. Persistence o f  the structure despite changes i n  the numerical 
par-teri my be takeri as an indication o f  i t s  rea l i ty .  I n  spi te o f  t h i s  
wcertainty, the important gross features c lear ly  indicated by the pro f i les  
are that  (a) the wake becomes f i l l e d  i n  by ?!ectrons and ions somewhere 
between 2 and 3 rad i i  downstream, i ,e., less than the Hach ,lumber o f  rad i  i , 
and (b) t!!e wake disturbance i s  essentially confined within a region 
extending t o  about z = 4 downstream, and outward t o  about r = 1.5 i n  the 
transverse dimension, 
4.2 Case +o = -4, H = 4, and AD = 1/1m 
For t h i s  case (Fig, 4-2 and Tables 4-4 t o  4-6), the parameter values 
d i f f e r  from those of the preceding problem only i n  A, which i s  very small so 
that  the problem applies t o  a large body, namelJp 100 Debye lengths i n  
radius, This size o f  moving body i s  larger  than has been previously 
treated by trajectory-following, i .e., r ea l i s t i c ,  calculations. ( I n  the 
large-body calculations o f  K ie l  -- e t  al. (1968), the pa r t i c l e  t ra jector ies  
were not treated ree l is t ica l ly . )  The resu l ts  show what may be expected 
for th- wake structure o f  large bodies i n  general. This case requires 
more e f f o r t  (ccarputer time and judicious selection o f  numerical param- 
eters) than that  o f  a smaller body. The solutions shown, therefore, are 
intended t o  be i l l u s t r a t i v e  rather than accurate, 
Six i terat ions,  o r  Poisson-Vlasov cycles, were computed i n  which 
successive i tera tes were used without mixing, s ta r t ing  w i th  the neutral 
i on  density as an i n i t i a l  guess. The nominal number o f  t ra jector ies,  5i2, 
was used a t  a l l  g r id  points. 
The p ro f i l es  o f  ni , ne, ard 4 i n  Fig. 4-2 arc constructed i n  the same 
way and a t  the same g r i d  point, as i n  Fig. 4-1. The wake i s  essent ia l ly  
'empty" o f  both ions and electrons between z = 0 and z = 1, and begins t o  
f i l l  up between z = 2 and z = 3. I n  t h i s  way, the wake i s  qua l i ta t i ve ly  
s imi lar  t o  tha t  i n  Fig. 4-1. 
Again, two sets o f  ion-dens1 t y  prof i les  are shown on the l e f t  side 
of Fig. 4-2, the unlabelled p ro f i l es  for  the 6 th  order (6th i tera t ion,  
Table 4-4), and the p ro f i l es  label led "A" f o r  the 5th order (Table 4-5). 
The 6th-order potentials are given i n  Table 4-6, and the 6th-order ne- 
values are given, i n  parentheses, i n  Table 4-4. Comparison of the ne- 
values i n  Table 4-4 wi th  the 5th-order ni-values ( label led "A") i n  Table 
4-5 indicate that  the quasineutral i ty assumption i s  va l i d  everywhere out- 
side a cone-shaped region near the wake surface; the cone height along the 
axis i s  between one and two rad i i .  This i s  i n  accord wi th expectation for 
a large body. Near the wake surface, however, quasineutrali t y  i s  v io lated 
because the ef fec t ive Debye length i s  large. The s i m i l a r i t y  o f  the ni- 
pro f i les  ( label led "A") and the ne prof i les  i n  Fig. 4-2 i s  a consequence 
of  near-quasineutral i ty. 
Caparison of the 5th and 6th order ni-profiles (labelled *A* and 
unlabelled) i n  Fig. 4-2 show that the solution i s  reasonably converged 
for z = 1 and below, but that there i s  incomplete convergence a t  z = 2 
and beyond. The incomplete convergence and apparent structure a t  z = 2 
and beyond may be art i factual due to  insu f f i c ien t  numerical accuracy. 
(No attempt was made t o  achieve high accuracy since th is  was regarded as 
a t r i a l  run. ) The structure and lack o f  convsrgence are seen t o  extend 
past z = 5, so that the downstream boundary should be placed further than 
a t  z = 6. 
Compared with the previous case (and despite any inaccuracies), one 
may in fe r  additional physical conclusions indicated by Fig. 4-2, namely, 
(a) the suggestion o f  a core o f  high (appr~ximately ambient) density o f  
ions and electrons on the axis, and (b) the occurrence o f  a potential 
we1 1 i n  the near wake, defined as a region ni t h  +values below -4. The 
shading i n  the two lowest +-profiles o f  Fig. 4-2 denote cross-sections o f  
t h i s  well. The wake-surface current densities (Table 4-4) are less than 
i n  the previous case; the electron current density i s  less than ex?(-4), 
as would be expected i n  the presence o f  a potential well. 
The region o f  wake disturbance i s  not as well defined as i n  the pre- 
vious case o f  the smaller body, but i t  probably extends more than 6 rad i i  
downstream, and betwen 2 and 3 rad i i  i n  t '?e transverse direction, 
4.3 Case to = -4, H = 8, and = l / l W  
- 
This case (Fig, 4-3 and Tables 4-7 t o  4-9) i s  another 1 arge-body 
case simi lar t o  the previous large-body case except that the Mach nlfmber 
i s  increased fm I4 = 4 t o  bl = 8. Ten i terat ions were computed i n  which 
successive i terates were used without mixing, s tar t ing wi th  uniform 
ambient ion density. (The l a t t e r  s tar t ing condition was inadvertently 
d i f fe ren t  from that o f  the M = 4 calculation which was started wi th  the 
neutral ion density, but t h i s  difference should become unimportant af ter 
laany iterations.) Similar statements my be made about the incomplete- 
ness o f  the convergence as i n  the H = 4 case. The 9th and 10th-order i o r  
densities are labelled "A" (Table 4-8) and unlabelled (Table 4-7), respec- 
t ively, On comparing these, the convergence seems f a i r l y  good a t  z = 0.5 
and z = 1. Again, the disturbance extends beyond z = 5, so that the down- 
stream boundary should be moved further than z = 6. 
Despite inaccuracies, the consistency i s  such that  physical concl u- 
sions may be drawn as  foil^^^. I n  th is  case the wake i s  seen t o  remain 
empty f u ~ t h e r  downstream than i n  the M = 4 case. I n  addition, the sugges- 
t i on  i s  much stronger that there i s  a central core o f  ambient density f o r  
both i o ~ s  and electrons along the axis. Moreover, the potential well i s  
wider and longer than i n  the M = 4 case, although the depth i s  ahcut the 
same. The disk-wake-surface electron current density (Tcble 4-7) i s  
s l i gh t l y  less than the M = 4 value, and i s  again less than exp(-4). 
The conical region behind the disk where quasi rw~tra l  it y  breaks 
down i s  now longer than i n  the M = 4 case, extending t o  between z = 4 
and z = 5 along the axis. 
The region o f  wake disturbance i s  probably longer than 6 rad i i  
downstream, as i n  the 19 = 4 case, but may not extend beyond about 2 
r a d i i  i n  the transverse direction. 
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THE VLASOV PROBLEN: DEI;ISITY CALCULATION 
For the purpose of evaluating density and current-densi ty i; itegrals, 
i t  i s  convenient to  transform t o  energy and angle variables i n  ve loc i t y  
space, Since we w i l l  be interested pr imar i ly  i n  Haxwellian energy d i s t r i -  
butions (with d r i f t ) ,  we adopt the fo l lowing un i t s  i n  terms o f  which dimen- 
sionless variables may be defined: 
kT = u n i t  af energy, where T i s  the t e~pe ra tu re  of the 
Maxwel l i a n  d i s t r i bu t i on  
= u n i t  of velocity, namely, the ~ o s t  probable ve loc i t y  
no = uni t of pa r t i c l e  density, namely, the unperturbed 
densi t y  
The energy and angle variables are: 
E = energy i n  rnultiple: .,.' kT 
a = polar angle wi th respect t o  z-axis (Fig. A-1) 
f? = azimuthal angle wi th  respect t o  the plane containing 
the z-axis and the po in t  (Fig. A-1 ) 
z-axis = 3xis o f  syiznstry o f  body as we1 I as d i rec t ion  o f  
plasma f low 
The de f in i t i cns  ~f the angles o f  a and 6 ,  which define the or ienta t ion of 
the velocity-vector T, are i l l u s t r a ted  i n  Fig. A-1. The potent ia l  energy 
+ w i l l  a lso be a mul t ip le  o f  kT, 
z-axis 
FIG. A-1. ANGLE VARIABLES IN VELOCITY SPACE 
The in tegra l  for the p a r t i c l e  density fol lows from appropriate trans- 
formation o f  the volume element i n  ve loc i ty  space o f  Chapter 2, namely, 
= (const) 1 I f C+ d~ s i n  a d3 do 
where there i s  a step-function 6 (a "cut-off" fac tor )  h i c h  i s  defined as 
u n i t y  i f  the orb! t connects w i t h  i n f i n i t y  (an "cscauinq" or-bi t ) ,  and as 
zero o themi  se. The step-fut~ct ion thus arrtoniatical l y  takes care o f  the 
r e s t r i c t i o n  t o  the donlain o f  escapinq orbi ts.  Howevct-, \.thctil~?r 6 i s  un i t y  
o r  zero i s  decided only a f t e r  the o r b i t  has beeti fol1m:t.d bdcL:.;ard i n  time 
s u f f i c i e n t l y  far (by performing an o r b i t  ca lcu la t ion i n  the given potent ia l  
d is t r ibut ion) .  
For the Maxwellian d i s t r i bu t i on  w i th  d r i f t ,  we have 
where 
wi th M denoting the Mach number (plasma-flow ve loc i ty  divided by V-, 
and a- denoting the value o f  the polar angle a o f  the velocity-vcctor a t  
i n f i n i t y .  
The l i m i t s  on the integral  correspond t o  the f u l l  ranges o f  the va r i -  
ables. The lower l i m i t ,  "Max(O,+)," on the E-integral i s  defined t o  be 
zero i f  Q < 0 (a t t rac t ive  potent ia l ) ,  and to  be + if 3 ? 0 (rcpu!sive 
potent ia l ) .  For $ = 0 and 6 = 1, am i s  equal to and n beio:~:es un i ty  (the 
unperturbed value). 
- 43 - 
The current density in tegra l  may s im i la r l y  be wr i t t en  
j = 1 11 f v3 dv COS a s i n  o da dB 
= (const) j I 1 f (E - +)dE cos a s in  a da dB 
where the n o m i l  component of velaci t y  vn i s  ide r l t i f i ed  w i th  the 
z-component of velocity, i f  the surface o f  in terest  on which the current  
i s  t o  be calculated i s  perpendicular t o  the z-axis, The constant i n  
f ront  w i l l  now be adjusted. Specializing Eq. (A-3) t o  the Maxwellian d i s t r i -  
but icn  (with d r i f t ) ,  we m y  wr i t e  
(E -+ )dE  c o s a s i n u d a  I" -u(E,~ ,B)  ad3 (A-4) Jo 0 
The current density i s  expressed as the r a t i o  j/j, where j, denotes the 
*randomm current density (namely, n o g ? c T E )  which would be col lected i n  
the absence o f  plasma flow and i f  there were no e l ec t r i c  f ie lds ,  i.e., 
such that  4 = 0 and 6 = 1 over the ranges of integration. I n  the remainder 
o f  the report  i t  w i l l  be convenient t o  take j t o  wean j/jo ( j o  1).  
The integrals i n  Eqs. (A-2) and (A-4) represent i n f i n i t e  numbers of 
. . 
o rb i t s  (continuous d is t r ibut ions i n  ,, a, and 8). I n  approximdting the 
integrals by quadratures, we replace the i n f i n i t e  sums by f i n i t e  numbers 
o f  terms, each corresponding t o  an orb i t .  Thus, transforming the ranges 
of integrat ion i n t o  intervals betwzen -1 and + I  i n  preparation for  the 
Gaussian quadrature, we Kay wr - i  t e  
- 1 
a = cos a for  density 
f o r  current density 
Then the transformed density and current density in tegra ls  become 
and 
I n  a case where a potent ia l  ba r r ie r  exists, "Max (O,+)" i n  Eq. (A-5) 
should be replaced by the bar r ie r  height. 
We now have the in tegra ls  i n  a form sui table f o r  Gaussian quadratures, 
where the new variables (c, a, b) a l l  1 i e  i n  the range -1 t o  + l .  For f lex- 
i b i l i t y ,  we now div ide the c-range i n to  Me sub-intervals, and apply a 
Gaussian quadrature o f  order 2 t o  each of these sub-intervals. Similarly, 
we d iv ide the a-range i n t o  Ma sub-intervals, and the b-range i n t o  Mb sub- 
intervals,  w i th  Gaussian quadratures of order 2 i n  each sub-interval. Then 
both Eqs. (A-8)and (A-9) may be put  i n  the form 
which may be approximated by the sum: 
* "'a nb 
1 r R&jj- 2 1 1 [T(E1,  a', 8 ' )  6 ( E n ,  a', 8') 
e a b  
K e = I  K,=l Kb=l 
+ T(Eu, all, 9") 6(E8', a", B")] (A-11) 
where T i s  d e f i ~ e d  by 
-U(c,a,b) f o r  densi ty  
T(E) I 2 (1 - c)  -- E(c)  - ' f o r  current density 2 
with 
a' z a(al), a" r a(am) (A- 13) 
and w i t h  E(c), a(a) and ~ ( b )  defined by Eqs. (A-5) through (A-7). 
The special values c ' ,  c", a', a", b', and b" are defined by formulas 
based an t h e  abscissas (k3-1'2) for the Gaussian (Order-2) quadrature 
applied t o  the mu1 t i p l e  sub-interv1;s , namely, 
Again, the function 6 i s  the u n i t  step-function which i s  un i t y  for  escap- 
ing orbi ts.  Note that  the Gaussian coef f ic ients  are (conveniently) a1 1 
un i t y  f o r  t h i s  quadrature scheme. 
I n  the absence o f  plasma flow (N = 0), o r  f o r  electrons, one can 
consider I t o  be a sum o f  monoenergetic contributions, which becomes evi-  
dent by rearranging the sum, namely: 
where F(E) i s  a new quanti ty defined by: 
Note that ,  s ince 8 i s  e i t h e r  u n i t y  o r  zero according as the o r b i t  escapes 
o r  i s  absorbed, the sum of Eq. (A-16) i s  the quot ien t  o f  two integers, 
namely, the number of o r b i t s  escaping d iv ided by the t o t a l  number o f  
o r b i t s  (4MaMb), f o r  the given energy E. Thus, F i s  a f r a c t i o n  between 
zero and uni ty ,  and becomes u n i t y  i f  a l l  o r b i t s  escape. Note a l so  t h a t  
information regarding the energy d i s t r i b u t i o n  res ides i n  T. Thus, a non- 
Maxwellian d i s t r i b u t i o n  may be t rea ted  by su i tab l y  modifying T. I n  par- 
t i c u l a r ,  fo r  a monoenergetic d i s t r i b u t i o n  we simply s e t  E equal t o  u n i t y  
and replace S, Eq. (A-15), by the s ing le  term: 
1 - +] . F(l for (current  dens i ty  - 
'mnc (A-1 7)  
4i'=g densi t y  
where F ( l )  i s  given by Eq. (A-16) w i t h  E = 1 and represents the  f r a c t i o n  
o f  o r b i t s  which escape. The dimensionless po ten t i a l  4 i s  now a nu1 t i p l e  
o f  the s i n g ~ l a r  energy of the par t i c les .  
The equations derived here are su i tab le  f o r  a computer program and 
have been incorporated i n t o  the prograrn ~ s e d  f o r  the r e s u l t s  discussed 
i n  Chapter 4. 
The method o f  computation o f  o r b i t s  involves i n t e g r a t i o n  of the 
equations o f  motion, w i t h  the forces given by the components o f  the gradi -  
en t  o f  po ten t ia l .  These components are obtained by i n t e r p o l a t i o n  between 
values o f  po ten t i a l  def ined a t  the po in ts  o f  a g r i d  i n  space as described 
i n  the next appendix. The c r i t e r i o n  f o r  "escape" o f  an o r b i t  ( i  .e., evalu- 
a t i o n  o f  6 )  depends on the geometry o f  the problem and o f  the g r i d .  The 
equations of motion are in tegrated step-by-step u n t i l  the o r b i t  e i t h e r  
passes out  o f  the outer boundary o f  the g r i d  ("escapes" so t h a t  6 = 1 ) o r  
re tu rns  t o  one of the metal surfaces ( i s  "absorbed" so tha t  6 = 0). The 
o r b i t  computation time-step i s  no t  o f  physical importance i n  these time- 
independent problens where only  the - shapc o f  the o r b i t  matters. The time- 
step i s  kept as la rge  as possible consis tent  w i t h  maintaining the energy 
loss o r  gain w i t h i n  desired l i rn i  t s .  The method o f  i n teg ra t i ng  the equations 
o f  motion, the interpolat ion method t o  f i nd  the forces, and the control 
o f  step size, are discussed i n  Appendix C ,  
An important consideration i s  the accuracy of  the quadra ture-sum, 
Naturally, the accuracy i s  re lated to  the number o f  terms used, that  is ,  
the number o f  orb i t s  where each term corresponds t o  a unique o rb i t .  The 
t o t a l  number o f  o rb i t s  involved i n  Eq. (A-11 ) o r  Eq. (A-15) i s  given by 
8MeM,Mb. I n  a tes t  o f  the energy quadrature alone, and wi th  H = 0, the 
unperturbed value o f  densi $ (un i ty )  was computed f o r  values o f  Me = 1, 2, 
4, 8, 16, and 32. The corresponcing numerical errors were -6%, -7%, 
+I.%, -0.05%, +0.013%, and +0.033::. This t e s t  was independent o f  geom- 
e t r y  (the a and B integrat ions reere numerically exact). Thus, Me = 4 
(8 values o f  E) i s  taken to  represent su f f i c i en t  accuracy (w i th in  a few 
percent) f o r  the purposes o f  computing density f o r  a Maxwell ian d i s t r i -  
bution without d r i f t  (or, f o r  electrons), 
A device f o r  improving the accuracy o f  the quadratures a t  large Hach 
numbers, without increasing the t o ta l  number o f  o rb i t s  a ~ d  therefore com- 
puter time, i s  to  sui tably weight the integrand i n  the domains of importance. 
Thus, one modif icat ion i s  t o  mul t ip ly  the term " ( I  + c ) / ( l  - c)"  i n  Eq. 
2 (A-5) by M when M exceeds a suitable value, say unity. This emphasizes the 
2 contr ibutions o f  o rb i t s  having E i n  the v i c i n i t y  o f  1.1 . Another inodifica- 
t i on  i s  t o  replace "a* i n  Eq. (A-6) by the function "-1 + 2( (1  + a ) / ~ ) ~ " .  
This emphdsizes the contr ibutions o f  o rb i t s  having a i n  the v i c i n i f y  o f  T ,  
that  is ,  directed upstream. When these modifications are used, t1.e ql~ad- 
rature sums must also be mu1 ti p l  i ed by addit ional corresponding factors, 
namely, " M ~ "  and "M((1 + a)/2)M-1'1, I-espectively. 
APPENDIX B 
THE POISSOt4 PROBLEM: POISSON DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS 
I n  the problems treated i n  t h i s  report  the e lec t ros ta t i c  f i e l d  i s  
a x i a l l y  symnetric and i s  defined on a mesh o f  spat ia l  g r i d  points, such 
tha t  a t  any po in t  ( including g r i d  points) the potent ia l  and e l e c t r i c  
f i e l d  are obtained by interpolat ion. 
Assume tha t  the space charge density i s  known a t  the g r i d  points. 
Consider a group of i n t e r i o r  g r i d  points, forming a port ion of the over- 
a l l  g r i d  as shown i n  Fig. 8-1. I n  t h i s  f igure, the ve r t i ca l  and hor i -  
zontal d i rect ions are the z and r direct ions, respectively, where z and 
r denote the cy l ind r i ca l  ax ia l  and cy l ind r i ca l  r ad ia l  coorPnates, 
respectively. Three hor i  zontal grid 1 ines, o f  constant z-valaes zi_, , 
zi, and z ~ + ~ ,  and three ver t i ca l  g r i d  l ines,  o f  constant r-values rj-l, 
r and rj+,, are shown i n  the f igure. (Note tha t  the index ( i )  of I j ' 
increases as z decreases.) Ihe set o f  g r i d  l i nes  in tersect  a t  9 g r i d  
points, or  nodes, as shown. Each pqint  may be considered t o  be asso- 
c iated w i th  h volume o f  space, and t o  have a group o f  four neighboring 
points which " interact"  w i th  it. Thus, consider the central po in t  of 
the group, label led C i n  the f igure.  Associated w i th  t h i s  po in t  i s  a 
volume o f  revolut ion (a torus) whose c-ass-section i s  rectangular and 
i s  shown by the rectangular shaded area surrounding Point C. The shaded 
area i s  defined by connecting the mid-points o f  the ,urrounding mesh 
rectangles. Let  T denote the volume of the torus, and l e t  the neighbor- 
i ng  points (above, below, t o  the r i g h t  of, and t o  the l e f t  of C )  he 
labe l led N, S, E and W (north, south, east and west, respectively). 
Let the Poisson equation be wr i t ten i n  dimensionless form as 
where ne, ni, A"D 4 and p denote the dimensionless electron density, i on  
density, Debye length, e lec t ros ta t ic  potent ia l  and soace-charge density, 
respectively; and a l l  lengths a re  i n  uni ts o f  the body radius. Row in te -  
grate Eq. (B-1) over the volume T o f  the torus associated wi th  po in t  C: 
FIG. 8-1. GROUP OF INTERIOR GRID POINTS IN r,z GRID 
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where pC i s  known a t  the g r i d  p o i n t  C. The r ight-hand s ide has been 
approximated as shown since r i s  small i n  p r i nc ip le ,  qnd pC i s  the value 
o f  p a t  Point  C. By the divergence theorem, the le f t -hand s ide  becomes 
cher? 1 denotes the surface o f  the torus; a$/an i s  the component o f  v$ 
i n  the outward normal d i r e c t i o n  a t  the surface; AN, AS, AE, and AW denote 
the areas o f  the north, south, east, and west surfaces, respect ive ly ;  and 
the quan t i t i es  (ap/3n)N denote values o f  ap /m taken t o  be constant 
1 , s  
on the corresponding surfaces. 
( a + i 2 ~ ) ~ , ~  nay be approximated by d i f fe rence quot ients, namely, 
9 s 
where ) denotes the potential a t  Point C and (N, $E, % denote the 
neighboring potentials. Tk rreas Ah, AS, AE. and AU arc given by 
% = C(r;+, + r-1 2 
.) 
r . + r  )*I 
3 - ( j 3-1 (8-8) 
% = %  (8-9) 
= " tr 5 7 '  j+l + 'j)(zi-l - zi+1! (8-10) 
1 
= r j  + j l i l  - zi+l) (8-1 1 ) 
and the voluse r i s  given by 
Thus, equating Eq. (8-3) with Eq. (B-Z), and substituting the foregoing, 
we obtaig the difference equation i n  the form 
and 
(B- 18) 
Thisshows how t o  form t;-te di f ference equations used f o r  the Poisson prob- 
lems o f  t h i s  report. Equ.ttion (d-14) holds only f o r  an " i n t e r i o ru  po in t  
of the grid, that  is ,  a po in t  surrounded by neighbors on a l l  four sides. 
If Point C ;s not an i n t e r i o r  point, one o r  more o f  the terms on the 
left-hand side of Eq. (B-13j may vanish. To see how t h i s  happen2, con- 
r i d e r  an example g r i d  shown i n  Fig. B-2 where there are 16 g r i d  points, 
ht only 13 o f  these correspond t o  unknown potent ia ls  t o  be solved for.* 
The g r i d  points where the potent ia ls are unknown are numbered and i nd i -  
cated by c i rc les.  The three s o l i d  c i r c l es  labe l led by the l e t t e r s  a, b, 
and c denote electrode surface oaints where the potent ia ls are known. 
P ~ i n t s  No. 1, 2, 4, 5, 9, 10, and 12 are special points a l l  o f  which have 
d i f ferent  properties, and are indicated by small crosses wi'hin the c i r -  
cles. Among these points, the only i n t e r i o r  po in t  i s  No. 10. 
Consider Point No. 10, which has a known potent ia l ,  namely +b = (s, 
as i t s  southern neighbor. The equation f o r  t h i s  po in t  i s  given by a modi- 
f ica t ion o f  Eq. (8-13) i n  tha t  the t e r n  CS+S i s  now known and i s  trans- 
ferred t o  the right-hand side. For t h i s  point, Eq. (B-14) s t i l l  holds. 
Consider Point No. 5, which i s  on the axis. I t s  equat~on i s  given 
by the modif icat ion o f  Eq. (8-13) i n  which CU vanishes, and the remaining 
coef f ic ients  are evaluated w i th  r = r j j - 1  = 0, Equation (B-14) s t i l l  holds, 
but w i th  Cy nc t  appearing. 
Consider Point No, 9, which i s  both on the axis and has a kncwn neigh- 
bor (+. = G ~ ) .  The modification c f  Eq. (B-13) includes both the modifica- 
t ions for  Points No. 5 and 10. Equation (B-14) s t i l l  holds, but w i th  CW 
not appearing. 
*This g r i d  i l l u s t r a t e s  only the space behind the body; a t  poi3ts else- 
where around the body the formulas are s i n i  la r .  
surface points 
FIG. B-2. SPECIAL GRID POINTS 
The modifications for  Points No. 1, 2, 4, and 12 depecd on the f a c t  
tha t  these points are on the outer boundary of the gr id,  where a " f l oa t -  
ing' boundary condit ian i s  used. Namely, the potent ia ls are assumed t o  
sa t i s f y  the 1 inear laws 
and 
on the z-boundary (north, o r  south), and on the r-boundary (east), re- 
spectively. The formulas chosen f o r  A' and B' depend on the assumed 
potent ia l  model, As a resu l t  o f  using Eq. (B-19) o r  (B-20) (or  both f o r  
a comer point),  corresponding terms do not  appear on the left-hand side 
o f  Eq. (8-13), and the coe f f i c ien t  C i s  su i tab ly  modified so tha t  Eq. 
(8-14) no longer holds. That is ,  f o r  Points 1, 2, 4, and 12, C i s  given, 
respectively, by 
C = A'AN + CS + CE (Point 1) (8-2 1 ) 
C = AIRN + CS + CE + C, (Point 2) (6-22) 
C = A'A); t CS + B'A; + CU (Point 4 )  (8-73) 
C = CN + CS + B'A; + C, (Point 12) (B-24) 
where i t  i s  understood tha t  the coef f ic ients  i n  the above equations depend 
on the locat ion o f  the point  i n  question. ( A i  and A; denote modif icat ions 
o f  AN and AE; see examples given i n  Parker (1968).) 
Once the coef f ic ients o f  a l l  o f  the equations (corresponding t o  the 
gr id points where the potent ia ls are unknown) are computed, the system of 
1 inear equations may be solved by i terat ion.  Point-successive over- 
re laxat ion has been found t o  work wel l  (Parker, 1x8) .  
The re laxat ion procedure may be i l l u s t r a t e d  by re-wri t i n g  Eq. (8-13) 
i n  the f o m  
The superscripts n and n+1 denote the n-th and (n+l)-th i terates,  respect- 
ively. A t  the beginning o f  each "sweepn through the equations, a l l  +" are 
cons ider~d  known. Then new values o f  (O are obtained by put t ing on the 
right-hanu side o f  Eq. (0-25) the most recent ly updated values of + a t  the 
neighboring g r i d  points. The superscripts "n, n+ln on the right-hand side 
of Eq. (8-25) imply tha t  one o r  more o f  the quant i t ies 4N, (*, tE, o r  (W 
might have been already updated by appearing on the left-hand side o f  a 
previous equation during the sweep. Thus far, the i t e r a t i o n  scheme i nd i -  
cated by Eq. (B-25) i s  known as the "Gauss-Seidel" i te ra t ion.  Convergence 
usual ly  requires many i te ra t ions  f o r  problems involving many g r i d  points. 
A more e f f i c i e n t  procedcre which w i l l  reduce the rtumber o f  i t e ra t ions  
i s  t o  modify the ("+I obtained from Eq. (8-25) before going an t o  the next 
equation i n  the sweep. The modification i s  given by the "relaxation" equa- 
t i o n  
Seidel 
where w i s  a re laxat ion parameter and the f i r s t  term on the right-hand 
side of Eq. (0-26) involves as a factor  the ("I resu l t ing from Eq. (0-25). 
The parameter u may be less than un i t y  ("under-relaxation") o r  greater than 
un i t y  ("over-relaxation"). I n  pract ice i t  i s  found that  the number of i t e r -  
at ions i s  minimized dramatical ly when i s  close t o  but less than 2. For 
example, simply increasing the value o f  from 1.0 (Gauss-Seidel i t e ra t i on )  
t o  1.9 (over-relaxation) typical l y  reduces the numbers o f  i terations, i n  
the problems o f  th is  report, from the order of thousands t o  the order o f  
hundreds ( fo r  convergence t o  within a fractional change o f  one par t  i n  
lo5 i n  a l l  potentials). 
A simple modification of the foregoing procedure "forces" the poten- . . 
t i a l  t o  have arbi t rary desired values a t  any o f  the g r i d  points. This 
means that one may, for example, set the potential t o  zero a t  the outer 
g r id  points i f  fo r  some reason th is  i s  f e l t  t o  give a better representa- 
t ion  o f  " i n f i n i t y "  than the f loat ing one. Or i t  allows one t o  a r b i t r a r i l y  
s w c i f y  the shape o f  the body surface, which may be o f  value for three- 
dimensional problems. The modification consists o f  re-defining (over- 
r id ing)  the appropriate values of potential as soon as they are updated 
on the left-hand side o f  Eq. (8-25). This procedure i s  va l i d  since the 
convergence o f  the i te ra t ion  i s  not s ign i f icant ly  affected, 
Another modification which i s  o f  value f o r  large bodies i s  afforded 
*hen the potential d is t r ibut ion i s  such that ne i s  approximble by the 
Boltzmann factor exp(+). I n  th is  case, one may replace Eq. (8-25) by 
the equation 
and then solve th is  nonlinear equation fo r  4"+', wi th n. csrsiderec! t o  be 1 
held fixed, 
This prcgram irnplenents the ca l cu la t i ona l  procedures described i n  
Chapters 2 and 3, and i1.t Appendices A and B. The main cont ro l  1 i n g  pro- 
gram name i s  DWiE ( f w  "Disk Wake") o r  TDWAKE ( f o r  "Thick-Disk Wake," 
referring t o  & i f i c a t i o n s  f o r  a t h i c k  d isk  o r  shor t  cy l inder ) .  There 
are two priacspaf subprograms (FIELD and DENSTY), and e i q h t  subroutines 
serv ing thehe pmgrams. The con t ro l  hierarchy i s  l i s t e d  as follows. 
O'AKE o r  TDWAKE (main) 
FIELb (Poisson problem) 
-







The program operat ion i s  as follows. 
FIELD solves the Poisson problem fo r  the po ten t i a l s  when (op t i ona l l y )  
e i t h e r  the i o n  o r  charge dens i t ies  are given. DEllSTY solves the Vlasov 
i roblem f o r  the number and current  dens i t ies  when the po ten t i a l s  are given. 
The subroutines LEFT, MIDDLE, RiGHT, PRIFiT, and SEIDEL are c a l l e d  by FIELD, 
wh i le  IWTERP and TRACK are ca l l ed  by DEIISTY. FIELD and i t s  subroutines c m -  
s t i t u t e  one overlay, wh i le  OENSTY and i t s  subroutines cons t i t u te  the other  
overlay. SEIDEL i n  t u r n  c a l l s  ROOT i f  the i o n - d w s i  ty op t ion  i s  rs lectcd.  
351AKE reads the input  data (described bclow) cons is t ing  of t:lc posi -  
t ions  of the g r i d  l ines ,  the values o f  the po ten t i a l  a t  po in ts  on the metal 
surfaces. the Debye number, the Poi sson-Vlasov major- i  te ra  t i  on m i  x i  ng 
parameter a, the maximum t;uaber o f  majoi i t e ra t i ons ,  the array of input  i on  
o r  charge densi t ies,  and various parameters a f fec  t i n s  the options, = rb i  t 
calculat ions,  quadrature orders, s ing le  space-point coordi na tcs, and s ing le -  
o r b i t  i n i t i a l  condit ions. 
A Poisson-Vlasov i t e r a t i o n  cycl ing loop i s  set  up i n  which DWAKE 
c a l l s  FIELD and DENSTY, i n  each i t e r a t i o n  cycle, DENSTY i s  ca l led twice, 
once t o  compute the i o n  o r  charge densi t ies and then t o  compute the cur- 
ren t  density. ( I n  the appended l i s t i n g  the current  density i s  computed 
only a t  the central wake point.) The cyc l ing i s  continued f o r  the desired 
maximum numbe o f  i terat ions,  w i th  the potent ia ls  o r  densi t ies (normally, 
the potent ia ls)  being punched out on cards a t  every cycle f o r  possible use 
i n  continuation. 
C.1 Operation of FIELD and I t s  Subroutines 
FIELD sets up the coef f ic ients  o f  the potential-unknowns i c  the l i nea r  
equations resu l t ing from the di f ferencing o f  the Poisson equation as des- 
cr ibed i n  Appendix B. Subroutine LEFT i s  ca l led i f  the po in t  i n  question 
i s  on the axis; subroutine RIGHT i s  ca l led i f  the po in t  i s  on the r i gh t -  
hand grid-boundary l ine;  subroutine MIDDLE deals w i th  an i n t e r i o r  point. 
For each po in t  corresponding t o  an unknown value o f  potent ia l ,  F!ELD obta4ns 
the values o f  the variables C, CN, CS, CE, and CW corresponding t o  the coef- 
f i c i e n t s  used i n  the equations o f  Apgendix B. The values o f  these coe f f i -  
cients, as wel l  as the volume o f  the volume eleaent ( V )  associated wi th  the 
po in t  i n  question, are pr inted out  and saved ( i n  the order i n  which they 
would appear as matr ix elements) by subroutine PRINT. The right-hand sides 
o f  the Poisson dif ference equations are also set  up u,ing the invut  ion o r  
Space-charge densities. When the setting-up has be en completed, FIELD c a l l  s 
SEIDEL t o  obtain the solution, which i s  accomplished by point-successive 
over-relaxation. I f  the option i s  selected i n  which the nonlinear equation 
a t  the end o f  Appendix B i s  t o  be solved (appropriate for large bodies and 
where the Boltzmaiin fac tor  can be used f o r  the electrons), then SEIDEL c a l l s  
ROOT w i th in  i t s  over-relaxation loop. I n  ROOT, solut ion o f  each nonlinear 
equation i s  achieved by Newton's method f o r  r oo t  evaluation. If the th ick-  
disk option i s  selected, the body potent ia l  override; the calculated poten- 
t i a l s  a t  g r i d  points covered by the body. Af ter  SEIDEL has obtained the 
potent ia ls i n  the form o f  a one-dimensional solution-vector X, the main pro- 
gram converts these t o  the two-dimensional potent ia l  arrays PHIN and PHIS 
used by DENSTY f o r  the Vlasov probiem. 
C.2 Operation o f  OENSTY and I t s  Subroutines 
DEtJSTY sets up an outermost loop i n  which one o r  more space points 
(or a1 1 g r i d  points) are t o  be processed. F i rs t ,  the pos i t i ve  ions are 
treated, and then the electrons are treated by changing the sign o f  the 
potentials. There i s  a number density opt ion and a current density option. 
The o r b i t  quadrature loops are then set  up, i n  which the energy and two 
veloci ty-angles are the variables of integrs t i on  (summation). One opt ion 
i s  tha t  o f  a s ingle orb i t ;  another eption i s  tha t  o f  a s ingle energy (mon- 
energetic) i 7  which only the angle sums are car r ied out, The quadratures 
are s l i g h t l y  d i f f e ren t  f o r  the current and number density options. Each 
a r b i t  i s  traced step-by-step backward i n  t i n e  u n t i l  i t  terminates e i t he r  
on the metal surfaces o r  a t  " i n f i n i t y "  (outer boundary o f  the gr id) .  A t  
each step o f  the orb i t ,  DENSTY c a l l s  INTERP and TRACK. It c a l l  s INTERP 
to  f i n d  the potent ia l  and the components o f  the potent ia l  gradient (by 
in terpo la t ion w i th in  the g r i d )  f o r  use i n  the equations i n  nmtion. I t  
ca l l s  TRACK t o  update the pos i t ion and ve loc i t y  components through the 
Newton equations o f  motion, I n  INTERP z and r are located by means of a 
table search, e i ther  i n  the North region o r  i n  the South region. I n  order 
t o  save time, a f t e r  the f i r s t  step i n  which the whole table i s  sea;ched, 
the search i s  confined only t o  nearest-neighbor tab le  entr ies. After the 
"box" containing z and r i s  ident i f ied,  the potent ia ls a t  the 4 corn2rs 
of the box are used f o r  a double-linear interpolat ion.  
TRACK, where the Newton equations o f  motion are used, monitors the 
"non-conservation" o f  energy, that  i s  , the re1 a t i ve deviat ion between the 
assigned t o t a l  energy E and the sum o f  the k i ne t i c  plus potent ia l  energies, 
where the l a t t e r  two are subject t o  numerical errors as the o r b i t  i s  propa- 
gated. The degree of energy non-conservation i s  kept under control by 
means o f  a time-step control  governed by an input  var iable (STEP). Since 
the time-step control log ic  i s  probably not self-evident, t h i s  log ic  i s  
explained as follows. 
During each time-step, the acceleration a i s  assumed t o  be constant. 
Therefore, i f  a i s  approximately constant w i th in  each g r i d  zone ( i  .e., 
between two adjacent g r i d  points i n  r and i n  z) ,  the e r ro r  (and, therefore, 
energy loss or gain) would be that incurred upon crossing a boundary 
between two gr id  zones during a time step. Let al and a2 be the constant 
accelerations i n  the f i r s t  and second gr id  zones, respectively. Then the 
absolute valuz o f  the energy loss or gain, I AE/ , would be given by 
where S2 i s  the path length i n  the second zone. Now we know al and not a*. 
However, we estimate la2 - all t o  be o f  the same order as lal 1 . Moreover, 
we estimate S2 t o  be the larger o f  the two quantit ies 
where A t  i s  the time-step interval. Hence, 1 A E ~  i s  estimated as the larger 
o f  the two quantities 
Thus, i f  IAE~  E f E  i s  considered as known, the appropriate A t  may be es t i -  
mated as the smaller o f  the two quantit ies 
I n  the program, the fract ion f i s  ident i f ied with the input variable STEP. 
There i s  an additional control on ~ t ,  t o  avoid taking too many steps, 
namely, a minimum value A t  = bS/lvl 1 where AS = .O1 somewhat a rb i t ra r i l y ,  
representing o f  the order o f  100 steps per un i t  length. For no e lec t r i c  
f ie ld,  A t  i s  taken t o  be the minimum value, with STEP replacing AS. 
C.3 FORTRAN Input Variables 
The fo l lowing variables are read by DWAKE as input: 
Card No. 1 
DATE = any i den t i f i ca t i on  (a1 phanumeric, 80 columns). 
Card No. 2 (integers only, 5 columns each) 
NCOLSN = number o f  r-values on North (wake) face of disk. 
EtCOLSE = rtumber o f  r-values East o f  d isk  (between disk and g r i d  
boundary ) . 
NCOLSS = number o f  r-values on South ( f r on t )  face o f  disk. 
NROUSN = number o f  z-values, North region (between disk wake 
surface and g r i d  boundary). 
NROUSS = number of z-values, South region (between disk f ront  
surface and g r i d  boundary j. 
Card No. 3 (8 f i e l d s  o f  10 columns each, per card) 
RHOf i l  = r-values on North face of disk. 
Card No. 4 (8 f i e l d s  o f  10 columns each, per card) 
RHOE = r-values Ea:t of disk. 
Card No. 5 (8 f i e l d s  o f  10 columns each, per card) 
RHOS1 = r-values on Fouth face o f  disk. 
Card No. 6 (8 f i e l d s  o f  10 columns each, per card) 
ZN = z-values, North region. 
Card No. 7 (8 f i e l d s  o f  10 colunlns each, per card) 
ZS = z-values, South region. 
Card No. 8 - (8 f i e l d s  o f  10 columns each, per card) 
PHI = potent ia l  values a t  the g r i d  points  on North and South 
faces of disk. 
Card i;o. 9 (7  f i e l d s  o f  10 columns each) 
-
DEBYE = Debye number. 
AlPH = i t e r a t i o n  parameter a. 
~B(WWD * r-value of  East boundary d f  grid. (If t h i s  i s  greater 
than unity, r-values East are proport ional ly  scaled 
betwcen u n i t y  and RBOUND.) 
ZNBOUND = 2-value o f  North boundary o f  grid. (If t h i s  i s  greater 
than zero, z-val ues North are propor t i  onai 1 y scaled 
between zero and ZNBaJND. ) 
ZSBOUND = 2-value o f  South boundary o f  grid. (If t h i s  i s  less 
than zero, z-values South are proport ional l y  scaled 
between zero and ZSBOUND.) 
RWKE = radius i n  wake such that  addit ional i t e ra t ions  are 
applied t o  g r i d  points l y i n g  w i th in  RWAKE, if opt ion 
(ITALL > 1 on Card No. 10) i s  chosen. 
ZFRONT = negative z-value o f  f r o n t  face o f  t h i ck  disk. If t h i s  
i s  not zero, the disk i s  treated as having thickness equal 
t o  -ZFRONT. (Program TDWAKE. ) 
Card Irt --'O (integers only, 5 columns each) 
ITS number o f  i t e r a t i o n  cycles allowed (beyond the i n i t i a l  
one). If t h i s  i s  zero, only one i t e r a t i o n  i s  performed. 
IT  = i n i t i a l  i t e ra t i on  cycle number (zero f u r  new problem; 
greater than zero i f  continuing from previous prob;em). 
NEWPHI = zero f o r  charge-density option; greater than zero f o r  
ion-densi t y  option. 
MAME = nonzero only i f  addit ional accuracy (more t ra jec tor ies)  
desired for points i n  wake near axis. 
ITALL = nonzero i f  i t  i s  desired t o  apply more i te ra t ions  t o  
points i n  wake than t o  other points; indicates th3 t  a l l  
points are t o  be computed once every "ITALL-th" i t e ra -  
tion. If t h i s  i s  zero, a l l  points are computed e w r y  
i te ra t ion.  
Card No. 11 ( i f  IT  = 0) Normall) applies to  number densities. 
NPRINT = pr in tout  option regarding o r b i t  de ta i l s  (F!PRINT = 0 f o r  
minimum normal pr in tout ) .  (Column 1. ) 
MD=O,>O ind ica tes  one, or more than one, space po in t  t e  be pro- 
cessed (normally g red t e r  than zero on Card No. 11). 
(Column 2.) 
MC=O , >O ind ica tes  whether charge- o r  current-densi ty  i s  t o  be 
calculated (normally equal t o  zero on Card No. 11). 
(Column 3.) 
MA = number of  quadrature i n t e r v a l s  Ma f o r  po l a r  angle  a. 
MA=O i nd i ca t e s  s i n g l e  o r b i t .  (Columns 4 and 5.) 
MB = number of  quadrature i n t e r v a l s  Mb f o r  azimuthal angle  8. 
(Columns 6-10.) 
FIE = number o f  quadrature i n t e r v a l s  Me f o r  energy E. ME=O 
ind ica tes  s i n g l e  energy. (Columns 11-15. ) 
STEP = o r b i t  s tep-s ize  cont ro l ,  f o r  control  o f  accuracy. 
(Columns 16-20. ) 
RSAVE = i n i t i a l  value cf r f o r  s i n g l e  o r b i t  o r  f o r  s i n g l e  space 
point. (Columns 21-30.) 
ZSAVE = i n i t i a l  value o f  z f o r  s i n g l e  o r b i t  o r  f o r  s i n g l e  space 
paint.  (Colunns 31 -40.) 
ALPtlA = i n i t i a l  value of  polar  angle a f o r  s i n g l e  o r b i t .  
(Co?uons 41-50.) 
BETA = i n i t i a l  value of azimuthal angle  6 f o r  s i n g l e  o r b i t .  
(Col uitins 51 -60. ) 
E E = value of energy E f o r  s i ng l e  o r b i t  o r  f o r  monoenergetic 
ve loc i ty  d i s t r i bu t ion .  (Columns 61-70.) 
XMSAVE = d r i f t  Mach number f o r  Maxwellian with d r i f t .  (Columns 
71 -ao. ) 
Card 140. 12 ( i f  IT=O) !lormally appl ies  t o  cu r r en t  dens i t i e s .  
Same a s  above, except t h a t  HD=O and MC>O. 
Add; t iona l  Data Cards f o r  Continuation 
--- 
I f  IT ( i t e r a t i o n  cycle  number) i s  g r e a t e r  than zero on Card No. 10, 
t h a t  i s ,  i f  t h e  ca lcu la t ion  i s  a continilation, then an a r r ay  (normally of  
po t en t i a l s )  punched from the  previous ca l cu l a t i on  i s  read i n ,  a f t e r  Card 
No. 10 but before Cards No. 11 and 12. 
C.4 FQRTRAN Output Variables (Normal ly  Generated by Program) 
8 
Output generated by DWAKE (main program) 
Geometric and other input data, potent ia l  arrays, and i t e ra t i on  cycle 
number. 
Output generated by PRINT (cal led by FIELD) 
I n  the followina, CN, CS, CE, CW, and C are the non-vanishing coe f f i -  








= index o f  unknown potent ia l  (equation number) 
= index o f  North-neighbor potent ia l  
= coe f f i c ien t  o f  North neighbor i n  equation number given 
by INDX 
= index o f  South-neighbor potent ia l  
= coe f f i c ien t  o f  South neighbor i n  equation number given 
by INDX 
= index o f  East-neighbor potent ia l  
= coef f ic ient  o f  East neighbor i n  equation number given 
by IHDX 
= index o f  West-neighbor potent ia l  
= coef f ic ient  o f  West neighbor i n  equation number given 
by INDX 
= coef f ic ient  o f  central unknown f n  equation associated 
wi th INDX 
= volume o f  spzce associated w i th  central unknown i n  
equation associated wi th  INDX 
Output generated by SEIDEL (cal led by FIELD) 
X = solut ion o f  Poisson problem 
= one-dimensional array o f  potenti  a1 s 
Output qenerated by DENSTY 
PHIN = two-dimensional array o f  potentials, Nw th  region 
PHIS = two-dimensional array o f  potentials, South region 
WHRU? = msbr of  trajectories (orbits) f o r  each energy, (Off 
the axis, t h i s  i s  give* by 4 Ha\; on the axis, th is  i s  
g i vm by dla since only o m  value o f  i s  necessary by 
SJpaetry. 
If the nubtr-demity o p t i ~ n  i s  chsen (W=0), the following output 
i s  given a sizgle line: 
K, RSBVE, ZSVE, PHISAY = p i n t  nuther, r-coordinate, z-coordinate, 
and potmt ia l ,  o f  point  where density i s  
c~1culat.ed. 
raM, MST, C9 = ion nulber-densi ty, electrcl l  t imer-dznsi t y  , and 
chaqe (net! donsi ty. 
X f  caqicftatims are done a t  2 r;-'ytup o f  space points (M)>O, usually 
f o r  311 the gr id  faints), the output includes the ion or  charge density 
smsary tabulat io~:  
kSV, ZSY, C3SV = r-coordinate o f  point, z-coordinate o f  poict, 
and ion or  charge density a t  that point. 
To moni tor  which trajectory takes the most steps, the f o l  lowing cst- 
put i b  ziver: on E single l ine: 
MOSTPS, NSAYE, KES, JEC, KBS, JBS, US, JAS = the largest number of 
steps t ~ k e n  by a trajectory, the index of the 
associated space paint, and the velocity- 
coordinate indices o f  the trajectory ( i n  the 
quadrature sut~~) taking the iargest numkr o f  
steps. 
In  addition, the ion densities are printed out as two-dimensional 
arf-ays, CT4ORTH and DSOUTH. 
I f  the current-densi t y  option i s  chosen ( t l C > O ) ,  the following output 
i s  given: 
For every value o f  energy E cdiculates ~ j r  the quadrature fornula, a 
l i n z  i s  printed, consisting o f  
#MSC = rider of trajectortes escaplng 
mER = tctal h r  of tra3ectoFies a t  the polat of interest 
mACT the fractlan escaping (IIOESC/llMER) 
E =theqnergyE 
D S S  = the part ia l  density i n  the stmation associated with 
e = W  E 
The follouing output i s  also given, as a single line: 
RSAVE, ZSAVE, PHISAV = r-coodinate, z-coordi nate, and potential, 
of point h e r e  current density i s  calculated. 
PARTCL, DENST = "ion" or "electron,' and value c f  current 
G - W S ~  ty , 
The listing for the TDUAKE program i s  given in the fo l lowing pages. 
OVEQLAY~OISKUSIO~~) - -  - - 
*****++**+ ffOOIFICATION FOR F I N I T E  OISK THICKNESS 
PROCSAH TOMAKE T INPUT , OUTPUT.TAPE~~=INPU~~,TAPE~~=OUTPUT.PUNCH) - 
C 
--C-- - SATELLITE WAKE PR09LEtl--- (UNSYflflET QIC. D I S K - =  .DISCUS1 
C HIXING OF POTENTIALS P4THER THBN OENSITIES 
C OPTIONAL ITERATION BY SWEEPING GROUPS O F  POINTS (UPSTREOfl TO OOMNSTREAP 
C HOOIFICATION TO TREAT P I L  L8OX OR THICK OISK (-ZFRONl=THICKNESS) 
C - -  - - ------ -- -- 
COYHON JJN~IIN~JJS~IIS~NTOT~RNT(5C) ,ZNT(53) rQST (501 9zs1(so)7 
1 R Z 1  SjO,2) vPHINt2C,ZC) gPHIS(2; ,201 .CO( 53:) . X F I q S T r L - - - -  
- - -- 
COU~ON/FLD/NCOLSN~?~COLSE~NCOLSS~NROHSH~X~$JO 8 ~NR HSS~DE3YE rO=BY€2, 
1 RHON1tSt) rRHOE(SO) ,RHOS1 (50)  ,ZN(5J) ZS(S3) ,PHI ( 5 5 )  rNCAP.NnISK 
COYHON/OEN/N?Rl?~T.WO,HC,H4~H9~HE~STEP~ RS~V<~ZSAVE*ALPHA,~ETA,EE ,  
1 XFlSAVE ,R4OIl!S - - - - - - - - - 
COPHON/OfNl/IT.~AHE~NEMPHI~ISAVE~NCR~NGROUP 593) ,OSAWE( SO2 
+ ****' *+*+ HOOIFICAT ION- FOR - F I N I T E  DISK-TIY ICKNESS 
-- -- 
1 , ZFRONT 
DIRENSION OATE 120 1 r X i (  SOC B - - -- - 
C 
C FOR DENSITY AND CURRENT CALCULATI3NS - - - -. _ _--- - - -- - - 
C INTEGER I t lPUTS ARE NPRINT.HD.HC.H1,HB~UEo NPRINT=3r 1,293 F 34 PRINTING 
- C NO INTERHEOIATE DATA, ESCAPING INDICES, F I R S 1  -4NO LAST STEPS, -AND A L L  
C STEPS. C0=O11 FOR ONE SPACE POINT (RSAJE*ZSBJE) 98 SEJERAL SPACE 
C POINTS (READ I N  RvZ VALUES)* XC=O,l FOP CHARGE OENSITY 0% CURZENT DEN- 
C S I T Y *  nA=3 HE4NS ONE TRAJECTORY (RE40 RSAVE,ZSIVE,4LPH4,BETGr EE) - XE=O 
C HEANS ONE ENERGY (READ EE) OTHERWISE. UA,HarNE, DENOTE THE NUHBER 0 




H=61 -- __ - -  -- - -  
IPUNCH=O 
IFUNCH=l 
- -  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----- - -  --  
I S 4VE-O 
9998 FORtlAT(2064) 
-- - - - - - - - ---- - -- -- ----- ----- 
I F  (EOFfL I  1 9+, IS- 
1 5  URITE(Y,9999) OAT€ - - - - -  - 
9999  FOYHAT(31HlUE(SYtlHE\RIC OISK F I E L D  PROBLEN e20A4) 
- - - -  -- R f A D ( L r l l 1 )  NCOLS) -NCOLSE,NCOLSS,NROWSN,NROHSS- - 
NRCHSE=I 
JJtJ=NCOLSN+NCOLSE - - _ _ -- - - . - - - - - - - - 
I1 N=N?OWSN+I 
J IS=NCOLSS+NCOLSE - --_- -_ - - - -- -- - 
A I S=N49WSS+1 
- - -  
NOTSK=YCOLSN+NCOLSS H - -  - - - . -- -- - -- 
N5fiP=N31 S K + l  
NT3T=JJN*RQOWSNtNCOLSEtJJS*'ri~OWSS 
RE-.D(L,222) (RHONl(J) rJ= i rNCOLSN) ~,EPEoDUC~BE-TFI' O  THE 
Qf 1 3 ( L t 2 2 2 )  (RHOE tJ) 9 J=lrNCOLSE) ORIGfi-QL PAGE IS POOR 
RFAOIL I222)  (RHOS1 (J )  rJ= l rNCOLSS) 
~ ~ 2 0 ( ~ , 2 2 2 )  ( P H I (  J) , J=~~NDISK)  
PHI (NSZP) z.5' (PHI !NCGLSNl +PPI tNCOLSN*l))- 
ZAOIUS=RHONl(NSOLSN) . - 
!lOOIFfCATZCN FOR F I N I T E  OISK THICKNESS 
Q > ~ 9 ( L * 2 2 2 )  OESYE,ALPH*QSOUNO~tN~OUND~ZSJO'JNO~RHAKEtZF?Ot4T 
W R I T E ~ ~ ~ 2 2 J ) O E B Y E ~ ~ L P H ~ R 8 O U N O ~ Z N 9 O U N O ~ Z S ~ O U N O a R ~ A U E t Z ~ R O N T  
REAO(L~111 )  ITSmf  f ~ N E W P H I ~ ~ A N E m I T A L l .  
------ - - 
Y R I T E t ~ ~ l l @ )  -----I T S s I T m N E ~ P ) ( t r ~ W E ~ l T A L L  --- - - .- --  
- -- - ---- --- 
ITNAX=?T S41T 
00 17 N=l.NTOt 
---Z - --.- - r - - -------- - ---- --- --- - - - - - -  - X lN )  = X l  (M)=de 
OSAVE(NI=O~ 
------- - - -  -- - - - - -  - .  - - - - -  - -- -- - - - - -  co I N ~  =a. 
i t  
-- - 
CON1 f NUE 
-- 
NTOTAL=NtOt 
IF( ISAVEoGT*Ol  REAO(LpS2) NT OTvNtOtp (OSAVEtH) mN=l,NTOT)- ---- 
IF(1TeEQmO) GO TO 2 1  
IF(OE8YE.GT.O.) REAOILeS2)IT,NTOTALI( X tN ) *N= i *NTOfAL)  
- - 
1F~OEBYE.GT~O~~ANO.NTOTAL~NE.NTOt~  GO TO 18 
GO TO 2 1  
-- - -- - -- - 1 8  ~RITE(t l .668)- 
668 FORHAT(l///lXm4lHTROUBLE - INCORRECT NUMBER OF POINTS READ) 
GO TO 99 - 
C 
2 1  - - - - - -- - - IF(NEWPH1 .EQ.O.dNOmOEBYE.GT . O . ) - '  ' - - 
1 URITE(Hr 230) OEBYE*ALPH, I T M 4 X * I l r ( N ,  X(N) p N = l  *NrOT) 
---- - -  - - - - ----- -- If  ~NEWPHI.CTeOmAND.DEBIE.CTm0e)- - 
1 WRITE(H,2381)OEBYE*ALPH*ITflAX~IT ~ ( N B  X IN)  pN=l,NTOT) 
C - ---- 
C RESCALE GRIO L INE POSITIONS TO F I T  MITHIN INPUT 80UNDSm 
C 
-- - 
RATIO= f RQOUND-RAOIUS) /(RHO€ (NC0LSE)-RAOIUS) 
-- - - -- - - --- - -  A 0 0  23 J=lrNCOLSE 
1FIQATIO.GT.Om) RHOE(J)=RPOIUS + R A T I  O*(RHOE(J)-RAOIUS) 
23  CONTINUE - - - 
- -- 
RPTIO=ZNBOUNO/ZN( I) 
00 24  I=l*NROWSN - -- - - - - ---- - 
I F  (RATIOm CreOm ZN( I )=RATIO*ZN( I )  2 b  - - - - -  - - - - -  --- - --- 
R A T I  O=ZS8OUNO/ZSt NROWSS) 
GO 25 I=l,NROWSS - 
I F  1RATIOmCT.Oe) Z S f I ) = R A T I O + Z S i I )  
25  CONTINUE - - -  - - - - - - - - - - - 
C 
--- WPITE(Mr 112)  NCOLSNsNCOLSE* P i C O L S S , N R O H S N t N X O W S S ~ -  - -- 
WRITE(H,223) (J,RHON1 (J) 9 J=lpNCOLSN) 
HRITE(Nt224)  (J*RHOE(J) rJ=l  rNCOLSE) 
URITE(Hp225) ( J * 2 H O S l I J ) t J = l r N C O L S S )  
WSITE(H*226) ( I * Z N ( I )  +I=l,NROWSN) 
- - -  - 
U!?ITE(H*2281 ( I * Z S (  I) .I=l tNROWSS) 
U R I T E ( H , ~ Z ~ )  ( J v P H I  tJ) *J=l,NG AP) - - --- ------ -- 
1 1 0  FO'?HAT(/X*3GHNO. OF I T S *  I T *  NEHPHI* HAHE = *  41S*SX, 
1 16H4LL POINTS EVERY r 13924H-Tl i  ITERATION AFTER I T - 2 1  
111 FORHAT (1615 )  
1 12 FORHAT ( / / lX . I3*25H COLUHNS (U-VALUES) NORTH/ 
1 lX,13*25H COLUHNS (R-VALUES) EAST / 
2 - ----  lZ . I 3 *25H COLUNNS (Q-VALUES) SOUTH/ - A- - - -- 
3 iX,I 3922H ROhS (2-VALUES) NORTH/ 
I l X * 1 3 r 2 2 H  ROWS (Z-'JALUES) SOUTH) 
220 FOQHAT ( lX~6HDEBYE=,F10.5~5X ,5H4LPH=*FlO.S* 
1 IQX,mRZ*OUND * F?. 2, SX~BHZNBOUN!I=r F 7  mZ,SXt8HZSBOUNO=r F7.2. 
****+++**+ ?lODTFICATf CN FOR F I N I T E  OISY THICHNESS 
2 SX. 6HI).sCd€=r FZ~2/ lX*7HZFRONT=t  F7.21 - , - - - -  - -  --- --  
222 FORflAT(t'14 s 5 )  
223  FOPHAT ( I J I S H  -R~Y4LUES-NORTHl( I  3.1PElSo 4B# 
224 FOPHI r ( J r lQH R-YILUES EAST/ (1 3.1PE1S0I# B 
2 2 5  FOQ ' . r ( l / lSH R-VALUES SOUTH/413,1PElS. 4)) --- - --- 
2 2 6  FORYAY ( l / l S H  Z-VALUES N O R T H l t I  3,lPElS.Q)) - 
228  i 'ORH4Tl/fISH ?-Y4LUES S O U T H / t f 3 ~ l P E l S o 4 ~  - - ----- - 
229  PORH4T ( ' / 2 td  POTENTIALS ON 01 SK SURFIC€S/(13r lPElSmbB 1 
,-2 30 -,FOR~."Tt/50)rC _ CONVENTIONAL  ITERATION^ I - --- - 
1 35H POTENTIALS WITH OEBYE NUHBER* FlOmS*SX*6HLLPH =. 
2 F4-0 -5sSXr6HITHAX=r 14,5X,3HIT=t I Q / t l X s  13 r lPE ISm#)  I--,-----.-- - 
2 30%. FGRHATt/Z€H@EXP-I N-POISSON ITERATION., 
? 3?H POTENTIALS WITH OEBYE NUtlBER* FIOoS,SXt6HALPH-=r - - __  -- 
2 FlImSrSX~6HITHAX=~IG~5X*3HIT=~I4/t1X~I3~1PE15m4)~ 
--- 5950 FO'?flAT(lHO* I 4 t 1 6 H  ORDER POTENTIIL) 
5064 f03!lET(lHO*f6,21H OROER OENSfTIES 1 
SJTS ~ O R 4 A f l l H 0 ~ 1 4 ~ 2 2 H  ORDER CURRENT DENSITY) 
52 F09H4T (2ISt lP7E10.3/ (  8 E l G r 3 l B  
f 
- -- -- - - -- --- - - - 
00 2 J=I*NCOLSN 
JPN=J*NCOLSN . - - 
-- ..-----.- .- -. . ._ - - ----- - -  - -- - 
3 RNT (JPN) =RHO€ (J) 
00 5 f=lrNROWSN - -. - - -.. - - - _.- - ---- - - - -  
4 Z N T ( I ) = Z N ( I I  
- - -- 
ZNT I f  I N )  = O m  -- 
00 5 J=l*NCOLSS 
5 RST(J)=RHOSlfJ)----- - 
00 6 J=lrNCOLSE 
W R I T E ( ) ~ , ~ ~ I ) ( J I R N T J ~ J = ~ ~ J J N ?  . ------- 
WRITE (H9232) ( J *RST(J )  .J=l,JJS) 
--- WRITE (tl.233) ( I r  Z N T ( f ) r I = l r I I N )  - 
HRITE- 'tn.234) (I,ZST(I) .I=.IIS) 
2 3 1  FOQHAT (//IX.Z7HAUGHENTEO R-VALUES. -NORTH/ ( I 3 r l P E i 5 e 4 )  -- - . - 
232 FORHAT I//IX*27HAUGflENTEO R-VALUES, SOUTH/t13,IPE15.4)) - 
233  F09HAT fl/lX,27HQUGHENTEO 2-VALUES* NORTH/t13,1PE15e4)) 
234 FORHAT (//lX.27HAUGNENTEO 2-VALUES* SOUTH/ (13r lPE1SmC) 
- c- OUTPUT RHO AND-- 2-- ARRAYS ---- 
00 71  I=lrNROWSN 
00 73 I=I,NROWSS 
-. . - - - - -- -. - . . . . ______.___* ___----- --- ------ 
2 
00 73 J = l . J S  i s  r 
J R  Z=N€+ t 1-1 ) l J.IS+ J 
.- ------- - -- -- a- A - - - . - -. - - . RZ tJRZ, l )  =QST (3) 
I 3  R2 t JRZ.2) =ZSt f  1 
- c  ------ 
N F P P = t N f O T l 3 8 I )  +I 
---.--. . -- - . ---.- -.- ------------- - - 00 85 IP+lrWFPP.- 
WRITE tM,808 
. -- - --- - -.-.- - - - - - -- 80 FORHAT ( lH l r 6X , lH1 ,4X~6M R t I ) . 4 X , 4 H t t I ) ~ ' )  
00 85 1=1.68 
~ 1 = 1 + 3 C O e - t I P ~ i ~ ~  -- 
KZ=U1+60 
- -  -. -. -. - -- -.----- .--  -.-- - ---- - - K3=K2+60 
K4=K3+6@ 
- - - - -- - - - - . - -- . . . . . .  . ... - - - -- K5=K4+6O 
--- .. I F ~ U S r L E a N T O f ~ ~ R I T E t H ~ 8 ~ Y 1 ~ R Z ~ K l ~ l ~ ~ R Z t K 1 ~ 2 1  ,XZ,RZtK2,1) tRZ(K2,Z) - .  9 
1 K3.RZ(K3rlI,RZtK3;2) tY4,RZtK4,1) ;RZtK4,2) , K S , U Z ( U ~ , ~ ) , R Z ~ K ~ , ~ )  
I F  (KSaLEaNTOT) GO VO 85 
IFfK4.LEaNTOT)WRITEIX,8)Ki~RZtK1~1) ,QZtK1,2) rKZ,RZ(KZr l )  sRZ(K2 r2 )  9 
1 K3rRZ(K3,1) rRZ(K3r2)  sK4,RZ I K 4 s l )  ,RZtK4,2) . . -. . - . - - - -. - . - - . . - - . - . -  . . 
I F  (KIaLEaNTOT) GO TO 6 5  
.- -  -- - - 
IFIK3aLEaNTOT)WRITE(H~8)Kl~RZtKI~li ,RZ(K1,21 ,KZ,RZ(KZ,l) ,RZ(U2,21, 
- - -. - - --- - -. 1 K3,RZtK3rl),RZIK3;2) 
I F  tK3.LEaNTOT) GO TO 8 5  
I F ~ K Z . L E ~ N T O ~ ) ~ R I T E ( W ~ S ) K ~ , R Z ~ K ~ ~ ~ )  9RZt 1.2) ,K2,UZ(U2,1) ,RZ(K2,2) 
I F  tK2aLEoNTOT GO TO 8 5  
- .  I F (  K I  aLEa NTOT) W R I T E t H ~ 8 ) K l ~ R Z ( K l ~ l )  ,RZtKl,Z) 
85 CONTINUE 
- -  - -  - 8  FORHhT - I S  (18tFl-Oc3;F8.3) I-- --- - 
RZ(NTOT+l,l)=O. q Z  (NTOT+1,2)=0. - -  -- - - -. - 
NGRPS=I 
IF ( ITALL.LEa1)  I T A L L = I - . - - - " . ' -  - ..-A . - - - -- -~ 
I F ( I T A L L a L E a 1 )  GO TO 1 2 0 1  , 
. - . - -. - - - .- - - - - - . . . -. -. - .- --.- .-------.-.-- --------- 
C DEFINE GROUPS 1 s  2, ETCa t  I N  THE WAKE, I N  ORDER OF A X I A L  DISTANCE FROM Oi 
ZGROUP=ZN (NROHSN) 
NGR=l 
DO 1 2  N=l,NTOT-- - -  - -- - . . -- - ---Aw---- -- 
- -. - - - - 
NQEV=NTOT-Nt1 
NGoOUP(N!?EV)=O-~ - - 
IFtRZtNREV,Z) aLEaOa mOR.NREV.LE.JJN) GO TO 12 
If (RZ(NREVt2) aNEaZGROUP) GO TO 1 3  .- - . - - - . - - 
I F ( R Z I N R E V t 1 )  aGTa RWAKE) GO TO 12 
NGQOUP(NREV)=NGR - -  - 
GO TC! 1 2  
1 3  ZCSOUP=RZ (NREV;2, - ' - . 
++++* TEHPORARY JUHP TO FORCE NGR=1 FOR 4 L L  HAKE PTS. 
JURP=I  . -. - . . - . -. - - - . 
I F ( JUHPaEQ* I )  GO TO 12 
NG!?=NGR+l - .  
1 2  
. -  - 




1 2 0 1  CONTINUE . . .- . -. . . . . -  -- - 
R E A O ( L , ~ ~ ~ ) N P R I N T ~ ~ ~ O ~ I M C ~ ,  N41,HHl,HEirSTEPl,RSAVEL ,ZS4VE1, 
- 73 - TDWAKE 
53 P*IN(IIN* J)=X(INOX) - - - ---- - -  .-- - 
INOX= INDX-NCOLSE 
IF(ITeEQ.0) QHIS(l+J)=Oe . ..~. .-.- 
5 4 CONTINUE 
XF(NGOeEQ.2) GO T O  500 - - -  - - .  - - - 
NCO=2 
WRITE(H, 120) I T r N C R  
1 2 2  F O ~ H A T ( / / / ~ ~ X I ~ ~ H P O T E N T I A L  ARRAY - NORTH,5X,4HIT =rI3*3X,SHNGR = t  
1 13) 
A ---- 
URITElH+2004) (RNT ( J) tJ=lrJJN) 
00 91 I=ltfIN 
W R I T E  (H9123) ItZNTfI)t(FHIN(19J)~J=i*JJN) 
91 CONTINUE 
TDWAKE 
- - - - - - - - - - - - 
WRITE tn, 122) 
- - - - - -  - 
1 2 2  FORH4T ( / / / r l X r S S H  POTENT 14L ARRdY - SOUTHc // 
WRITE tHr24Q4)  1RST 1 J) r J=l,  JS3 
-- ------A --- ---- - -- - 
2005 FORWdi(01Xr2~R=r16F6.44t/3Xs16F8.4#~-~ 
93 CONTINUE 
-- * - - - -  -- - 123 FORHAT(05H L I N E r 1 4 r S X r  ~ ~ Z = r F B * b ~ t i l ~ i b . L )  1 
C FIRST DO DENSITIES 
C . - .. . - . .- .. . . . .~ .. - -- -- - - - - -- - - -. . - - - . . - - 
NPRINT =NPRI NT 1 
- .-- HO=noi------ 
nc=nci 
- . - A - - -  .- . - - -. - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -. -  -- - -- - - -~ ?lA=tlAl . - -  
HB=?i81 
. . -  . - . . .. - - -  - - - - -. -. - -. - - - . - HE=WEI 
STEP=STEPl 
-- 
--C--STOP I N  OENSTY -IF-STEP 1 E  -ZERO-*-- 
RSAJE=RSA JE1 7SAEI . . . .. 
- 
- . - -  .. .~ 
- 
4 L  PHA=4LPHII 
. . . - . . -. . ..- ~ - 8ETA=BET 4 1  





-- - .  I F  (IFIRSToEQ.OoORoNGRaEQo0) GO TO -31: - 
3 0  CONTINUE 
3 1  C 0 NTI NUE - . - . -. . . - .  - - -.- . 
- . - 
I F I R S T  = I F I R S T + l  
bfRTTE(Hs666)  N P R I N T , H D , M C ~ H A ~ N B , H E ~ S T E P ~ R S I \ J E ~ Z S A J E ~ , X L P H A ~ B E T ~ ~ E E ~  
1 XHSAJE 
-. . 664 FOXHAT(lX,22HNPRINT~HO,MC~NA~NB,NE-~614/ 
1 IX ,37HSTEP,RSAVE~ZS4VE~ALPHA~BETA,EE,XH4CH=~7FiOa5)  
WRITE(H,SG60) IT -. . 
C 
---C -THEN -00 C U R R E N T S  - -- - 
C NPRINT=N~RIN~ 2 -  ' - . --- . .  . -  .- .-. -- .. . ~ ~ . - 
HD=H02 
HC=HC2 .. . . . . 
HA=HA2 
-- --- -- HB=H02 
?lE=HE2 
- STCP=STEP2 
C STOP I N  DENSTY I F  STEP LE ZEROS 
RS 4VE=RS 4VC2 





- 75 - 
Cali. OVERLAY 46LOISKUS,trO a6HRfCbLL) ..--.-------..-.- -.. 
HRITE tn.664) w m r w ~ . ~ o , m : , a ~ . n e . n ~ . s ~ r ~ , ~ s ~ v ~ ~ z ~ a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  E r a  ,EE, 
......... 1 XHSAVE .... - -. .... .- .,--. ------.----- - .  
IFttiC2.GT.O) Y R I T E l ~ r 5 ~ 7 0 ~  !l
TDWAKE 
SUBQOUTINE ROOT~AIBWXI - --- - - - - --- -- --- - - - 
COHNON J J N ~ I I  NIJJS*IIS,NTOT 1RNttS01 ~ Z N T t 5 3 1  ~ R S t t 5 0 )  *ZST(50  1 * 
- - i SZt SO092l rPHINt26,Zl i )  ~ P H I S t 2 C r 2 a l  *GO t 530) wIFIRSTVH-------- - 
C F I N O  ROOT OF X+B*EXPIXl=A. 8Y' NEWTON HETHOOe 
-KPRA=O 
KPRB=O 
- - -  EPS=i.€-6 -,- -_ - - ._-,--,--- .- , - - - ,  - -  . - - - -  - - 
XOLO=X=O. 
--- - - -  KHAX=ICOb - - - - -  -- ------ -- 
00 100 K=lrKHAX 
- XOLO=X- -- -- 
KPR=K 
F=X + B+EW(X) - A _ -  - - - - - - - - - - 
FP=1. + B*EX?(XB 
OX=d l - ---- ---- -- PA-- - 
IF(FP.GT.O.~ OX:-FIFP 
---- X=XOLO+-ox - 
OELTA=OX 
f F(ABS(X) aGTe I.€-8) DEtTA=DX/X ------- - - 
TFtUPR4.GTrU) HRITEifl,1000) KIA,B,X.DX,DELTAtF,FP 
1 0 0 0  F O R H A T ~ 1 X , 2 2 H U ~ A ~ 8 ~ X ~ O X ~ O E L T C I ~ F ~ F P = ~ I S ~  lP7€14.4)~-- -  - - - -  
IF(ASS(DELTAI eLT.EPS) GO TO 200 
---- 1 0 0  - CONTINUE - -  - - -  - - -  -- --- - 
HRITE (?l,9999) KH4X 
9999 FORMAT i / / / / / l X ,  9Htl0RE THANIISr ------ - --- 
1 SOH ITERATIONS I N  ROOT. HENCE PROGRAM STOP.) 
_STOP 
- ---- --A -- -- - -- - -- -- -- -- c - 
- 2 _ 0 0 _  --CON1 INUE -- -.-- -- -, - 
POELTA=lOOa*OELTA 
IF(KPR0.Gf.C) W*f TE(nr2000) EOS,X.POELTI,KPR 
2 3 0 0  FORH4TllX~35HCOKVERCENCE IN ROOT U t t H I N  EPSILON=, IPE9.1, lH ..1O X, 
1 3HX =,E12.S. 7 H  H I T H I N ~ E I O .  2 9 l Z H  PERCENT IN, I4  912H I l E R 4 T I O N S .  1 
RETURN 
ROOT 
OVESLIY (OISKUStl*O 1 _ _ - _ _  -_..*--- - ---- - - - - - 
PROGRIH F IELO 
C - -  - - --_---_ -- -.----I__ ----.- - - -  - 
C UNSYHHETRfC OfSK FIE~D - 
- C - . -  --.. S E I OEC--NE 1 HOP 
C 
C -- ----- -----.-. --- ------- - - . - - - -  -- ---- --- - ------- 
C 
COHHON JJN.11 NrJJS,fIS,NTOf rRNTt50)  ,ZNT (53) 9RST (50)  ,ZST(50) ,----  
1 R Z t  SCOr28 ,PHIN(2O,ZC) ,PHIS(ZO ,201 ,qHANOt S C S )  ,IFIRST,M 
-- COHHON/FLO/WCOLSNINCO~SE, NCOLSS,NROHSN,X(SdO) 9 N ~ O ~ S S ~ O E ~ Y E V O E ~ Y E ~ ~  
1 RHONlt5O)~RHOEISO) rRHOSl (70)  s Z N ( 5 5 )  9 ZSlSG) ,PHI (SO) ~ N G A P ~ N D I S K  
COFYON/A/CN,CS,CE,CW,C,V, I N O X ~ J S A T ~ R H O ~ Z , I N D X N t  SOdI,INOXS( 5 0 3 )  
1, iNDXEI 5CO)wINQXWt SCC),CONSTI SOJ,~) 
COnNON/DENl/I T,NAHE,NEWPHI, ISAVE, NGRVNGROUP I 590) rOSAVE( 5 00)  - - -- 
++***+**++ HODIFICATION FOR F I N I T E  DISK THICKNESS 
----- 1-,.-ZFRONT 
C 
C ASSUHE ASYHPTOffC tIONOF9LE . - - .- - - - -- . - - 
ALPHAFCRR,ZZ)=-ZZI (ZZC12 + RR**2) 
BETAFtRR,ZZ) -=-RR/(ZZ++2 + RR**2) - -- - -- ----- ---- -- 
C 
C - - NTOT RESTORED bfTER ~ O O I F I C A T I O N  I N  -0ENST.Y 
NTOT=JJN*NROWSN + NCOLSE + JJS*NROWSS 
iF ( IF IRSToEQ*O)  GO 1 0  45 - - - - - - - 
IF(NEWPHI*EQ.O . A N O ~ O E O Y € ~ G T ~ O ~ 1  WRITE(N,222) OEBYE,XT ~NGR,  
1 (NSRH4ND tN)vN=l,  NTOT) - - - - . -- - 
IF lNEWPHI  . G T ~ O ~ A N D ~ D E B Y f  *GT * O  1 WRITE( H.223) DEBYE;I<NGR. 
- t (NIRHAND (N),N=l1NTOT) --A - -- -- .- 
2 2 2  f ORHAT4 IH1 / IBHUFIELD CALCULATION, 1 0 x 9  
I 41HINPUT=CH4RGE OENSITIES H I  TH OEBYE NUHBER=, FlO *5,  
2 I O X 9 4 H I T  =,13r3X,SHNGG - 9 1 3 1  
3 t 2BXV13,lPElS *4 )  ---- - - - -  - 
223 FOQMATtIHI/1SHOFIELD CALCULATION, 10XI 
- 1 4IHINPUT=- I O N  OEIJSI'iIES HITH-OEBYE NUHBER-=LF.10 * 5 #  
2 I O X I ~ H I T  =rI3,3X,SVNGR =,I 3/ 
3 ( 2 8 X ~ I 3 ~ l P E i 5 * 4 )  1 A -- - -  - ------- - - 
C NORTH + NORTHEAST REGION 
fi 
JSAT=O ~ . .  . - - . - - - . . . - .- 
1=1 
I F I I F I R S T a E Q * O )  HRITEfH,333)  - . - . - . - - - - - - - . - . 
333 FORYATl/// /125H NORTH + NORTHEAST REGION///) 
-. -. - I F ( IF IRST*EQeO)  WRITE(M,33h),- I - -_ -.. -- 
334 FOR).IAT(//5H L I N E v I 3 r 9 3 H  N W 
1 C E s?. _ .  -. . -. 
. - ... 
J = l  
INOX=J . .. .. - . . 
INDXN(TN0X) =O 
- - - . . - - INDXS(INDX) =J+JJN -. _- _-__-  - -. -..- ---- 
IN3XErTNDX)= INOX + 1 
I r ~ ! 2 X ! 4  t INOX) =0 
- 
Z = Z E ( O  
RHO=RNT ( J l  
L 
- - - - -. - - . - - - --- - ----.---*- .- - - 
C H I D O L E  POINTSI- F IRST  L I N E  
C 
. .. . . .  -.. - .. . . . . . . . . . .  - . .  - .... -. -. . . .  --  - -  - - JNAX= JJN- I  
- 
0 0  5 J = 2 r  JNAX 
- - .  --- - - - - . .- . - 
INOX= J-- 
INDXN(1NOX) =O IN3XS (INOX, =J+ JJN '- -- - - . - -- - - 
I NOXE(IN0X) =INOX41 
- . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 
INDXH (INOX) =I NDX-1 - 
HN=O 
. .-. . - . - - - - - -  HS=Z-ZN ( I + i l  
HE=RNT(J+i)-RHO HW-RHO RNTt ................................. .. - - -  
- - - 
-- ---. - 
~ L P H ~ = ~ L P H A F ( R H O I  Z )  
CN O;-.- --- - - 
CS=O.S* (HE+HW) /HS*(RHO+ (HE-HH)/b.) 
- .. --- . -- ----------- CE=O.S+HS/HEvt?H3+HE/Z.) '  
CH=O.S+HSfHH'(RHO-HW/2.) 
C=? .5*HS* tHE+HW) (RHO/HE/HW+(i.-4LPHA*HS)/HS**Z*(RHO+ (HE-HH)/4 e l  
V=3.25'HS*(HE+HH) *(RHO+(HE-HH)/4.) CALL PRINT- ....." . . . .  .-.. --- --- . - -. . - -- - - 
C 
...................... -- ................ C LAST POINT FIRST L I N E  .- 
C 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  -. -. ..... - - - -  J = J J N  
---- 
INDX=J  
-.a- ---- --- -- INDXN (TNDXI =O' 
INDXS (INOX) =J+JJN 
....... .... -. INOXE(INDX)=O 
INDXW (INOX) =INDX-1 
Z= ZN f I) 
RHO=RNT (J  1 
- - - - . -- - - -- . -- - HN=O. 
HS=Z-ZN( I+ l )  
. . . .  




. . . . . . .  - ...-.. .... - .. ... -........ --  .. ......... CN=O. 




C = j  .5+(  (HW/HS+HSIHW-PLPH4~HW)* (RHO-HH/ba)-HS'IBETA+RHO+ O e Z 5 )  U 
V=9~25+HS*HW~tRHO-HW04ej  
CALL PRINT . -  . . .,. ..- -- - _  ----...--- .- -- - --.- . . . - -  - -- - .  
C 
- c-- -- EX O0LE.-L IN€.% --  .* -. -.- 
C 
. IlllLX=NROWSN-1.- ... ----- ..--, r .-------------..---- ----.-.------. - 
IF ( IHAXeLTe2)  GO TQ 16 
00 1 0  1=2,IHAX . .... . . . -. -. ----.-----.- ---- . . .- 
IF t I F r R S T ~ E Q * O t  WRITE (Hr334j  1 
-- 00 10 J'lrJJN .. 
IN9X=3+11-1)@JJN 
INOXN(TNOX) =INOX-JJN . - .. -~.-.-----..-----.-.------ ---- -.-- .-- ~. - - 
INDXS(1NOX) =f NOXt3JN 
Z = Z N t I  1 ., - - . . . ... .-..------.- - ---. .--. -. . . 
HN=ZN (1-11-2 
-- HS=Z- ZN ( I +i? - - -- 
-RHO=RNT (J)  
JG0=2 .- . .  -- - . - - . -  - - -- . 
I F f J . E Q * l )  J G O = i  ' 
fF(J*EQ*JJN) JG0=3-.. -- . .- - 
GO TO 161718),JG0 
--- 6 INDXE (INDXX = I N D X t l  
INOXN ( I N O X )  =O 
HE=RNT(J+I) -RHO_ .,- - .  , . . 
---- - .~ . .- 
- - -  - 
HWtO. 
CALL LEFT (RHO, HNI HSeHE,HW,CNVCS,CE,CH,C,J) - 
GO TO 9 
-- - 7 ,  INOYEfINDX)=INDX+I  - 
INQXH(I~4OX) =I NOX-I 
HE=RNTfJ+i)-RHO - ---- - 
HW-RHO-RNT( J-1) 
CALL HI~OLEIRHO~HN,HS,HEIHWICN~CS~CE,CW , tV) .- - .. -----. ---. - 
GO TO 9 
3ETA=BETAFIRHO~Z) 
. . . . - . . . - --... --- 
CALL RIGHT (RHO,HN~HS,HE~HH,~ETA,CN,CS,CE,CUIC~V) 
--. 
9 CALL PRINT 
i o  CONTINUE-- 
C 
- -  - 
C LAST L I N E  ABOVE DISK SURFACEI NORTH-NORTHEAST REGION 
C 
- - - .  - ----- - 
1 6  I=NROWSN 
---- -- I F  ( I F I R S T  .EQ. 01-WRIT E -  tH,334).-1 - -  
DO 11 J = l  , NCOLSN 
I N 3 X = J + ( I - l ) * J J N  - - -  - - 
IN!IXN(TNOX) =INOX-JJN 
INDXS(IN0X) -0 
INDXE (INOX) = I N O X t l  
HS=Z 
-- - -- 
HF RNT I J+I) -RHO 
I F C J -  * t o  i )  HW=t?HO-RWTIJ-l) - 
- .- --- - - - - -  A - I F L . E ~ . ~ I  ~ i = o .  
- -- '*- fJ.EQo 1) CALL CEF TIRHO~W~HS.HE~HW,CN~CSICE.CW.C ,V) --- 
IF (JOG~. ~ ~ C U ~ ~ ~ O O L E ~ R H O , H N ~ H S , H ~ : , H Y , C ~ , C ~ , ~ E . ~ M , ~ ~ ~ ~  
JS IT=J  
GILL PRINT -- -- -- --- - -  -- ..-- - - ---- -- - --- - ----A ---- - 
11 CONrINUE 
C -- - - - -  - - - a . - - - - - -  - - - - -  - --- .- 
C L I S T  LINE 4H47 FROM DISK SURFICE. NORTH-NOQTHEASf REGION 
--c- -- - - 
- -----  --- -.-- - --- - - -- - - - -  --- ---- - -- ---- 
JNf N=NCOL SWt1 
-- --- - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - 00 15 J=Jl l IM,  JJI 
INCX=J+I I-lI*JJW 
- - - - -  - -  INDXN II NGX) =INOX- JJN 
-- -- 
INQXS I INOXI =INOX+NCOLS€ 
--- -- 
I F ( J - L T o  JJN) 1 6 0 - 1  
IFCJoEQo JJNI ICO-2 
- - -  -- ----- -- - -- -- I HOXH If NOX) =INOX-I-- 
Z=ZNII)  , 
- - - -- - - - - - - - - .  - - - -- - - - . - *  
RHO=RIT t J) 
-- 
HU=ZN(f- i l -2 
--------- - 
HS=Z 
HW =RHO-RNT (J-1) 
- - -- CO CD f12.13) r I t 0  
12 INOXE (IMOX) =INOX*1 
- - -- - - - -  ---- HE=KNT IJ+1)-SHO 
- --- 
CALL  HIOOLE (RHOeHN.HS.H€eHU gCH.CSeCf sCW~C*V)  
TO - - - -  - - - - A -  - 
13 INIlXE I INOX) 4 
- -- - -- -- - -- HE=O 
BETA=BET4F IRHO VZ) 
- - - -- -- - - - - - CALL RIGHT'&OtHN~HS.HE*HH. 9ET A ~ C N ~ C S ~ C E ~ C i l , C .  V) 
--- 
14 C I C L  PRIWI 
- 15 CONTINUE - -- - --- -- 
C 
C - - - - - - - - - -- -- - A  -- -- -- - - - 
C EAST REGION 
- - - - -  - -- - PA----- - -- - 2 
C 
---- 
--IF ( IF IRST aEQ.9 1 H R I T E t ? l r 4 b b T -  - 
444 FORl4ATt/l / / / l Z H  EAST REG1 ON///) 
- 1=1 
IF ( IFIRST .EQ.O) HRITE (H.334) I 
0 0  26 J=ieNCOLSE - - -  - -  
-- 
IX!JX=J+NRCYSN*JJN 
INCXNIINDX) =I NOX-NCOLSE- -- 
INSXS (INDX) =INDX+JJS 
R ;=RHO€ (J) 
z=o. 
I G C = 2  
IFtJeEQ. 1) JGO-1 
1FIJ.EG.NCOLSf) '3GO=3 -- -" - -  --- -- 
HN-ZNCNROWSNI 
HS=-ZSIt) 
GO TO (20121r22). J b 0  
za r n n x ~ ~ r w o x ~ = r ~ o x ~ r  . -- - - -  
KNOXNtKN0X)=@ 
- - -  JSdT=NfltP - -- -- -- - - -  - ------- .- - - - - -- 
HE=QHOE(J+lI - RHO 
-- HM=RHO-RNl#nCOLSWl ----- 
GO TO 23 
- 121 I N O X E t I N o X ) = I N ~ + l * - _ - - - - - - - - ~  -- --- - -  
INOXWl INDx)= IMm- l  
- HE=RHOf( J+1D - RHO-, - - --- ,------ - ---- -- -- .- 
HU=Ri'O - RHO€ t J-I B 
--_, .GO TO 23 - 
22 I NDXE 4 INOXD =a 
I NOXW lTNOX)=IIOX-1-- - - -, - - - - , -  . - - -- 
HE=(I 
HW=RHO - R H E ( J - 1 )  , -- -- - - ------ . ---. - 
BET&=BET~F(RHCIZ) 
- - 60 TO_- - _ - - -  - -  -- - 
23 CALL nIOOLEIRHO.HN~HS,HE, HW*CNrCS~CE,CWtCwV8 
CALL PftINT - - __------- -- ----- - 
GO TO 26 
24 CALL RICHT(RH0rHNrHSrXEsHMt 8ETa.CN,CS,CE,CUrC,VD_ - - 
CALL PRINT 
-- - -- 26-CONTIHIE -- 
C 
C 
- - - - --- ---- ---- - - 
c sourn + SOUTHEAST REGION - L 
C 
- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - ----- ---- - - -  
C 
I F (  I F I Q S T  oEQ.0) WRITE(fl,SSSB - 
555 FORMBT l///f /25H SOUTH + SOUTtiE4ST REGION//IB 
GQ TC (28,29r30B. I G O  - 
F IRST  L I N E  -. - 
INOXS (INOX) =INDX+ J J S  
. . ... . - - . -  --- . - - -  Ht4-ZSII-11 - Z 
HS=Z - ZS(I41) 
GO TO 31 - ----- - .--.--.- .  -. . . --. - -- -- -- -.-.-- --. - -  - -. - - -  
C 
- c ~ L & s  t-LI ME 5 -1 -- 
C 
. . -- . . .. -. .-- - - -- -------- -.----- 36 INOXN(INOX)=INOX-JJS 
INOXSl I NOX) =O 
A - - - - . - - - - -. . -. -. . HN=zS l r - l )  - -z ' - - -" 
--.-- 
HS=Oo 
- -- -- ALPHA;-ALPHAF ( Rti0,Z 1- 
31 GO TO 1 3 4 ~ 3 5 r 3 6 )  . 3 6 0  
C - . - - .  - -. - . . - - - - -. ---- - -  - -- -- .- 
C FIRST P O I  W I  
C - . ~ . - -  . .  , - 
34 INDXE (INOX) =IHOX+I 
--.- - 
INDXW (INOX3 =O - -- 
HE=RSTi J+l)-RHO 
. - - -  ----------- - - ---- - HW=8- 
IF(IGOoEQo3) GO TO 33 
- - . -. -- -- - . CALL LEFT (RHO,HN.HS~HE.HWvCKsCSgCE,CY~CsV1 
GO TO 40 
-c--------- -- - -- -- - -- - 
C HIOOLE POINTS 
C . - - . - - -. -. . . - - . - - - -- - - - - -  - - - -- 




IF(IGOoEQo3) GO TO 33 
--  CALL HIOOLE (RHO,HN.HS.H€,HW.CN,CS;'CEgCY,C,V)- 
GO TO 40 
C -- --- -. . - - . . - . - -- .. - . -- . - -- - - - - . . - -- - 
C LAST POINT 
-- C ---- - - --- 
36 INOXE(INOX)=O 
BETA=BET AF(RHO,Z) 
- '-- I F  (IGO.EQo3) GO-T0--33--- 
tau RIGHT~RHO.HN.HS.HE,~IW.BETA.CN~CS.CE,CW.C.V~ 
GO TO 40 . . - - - - - . . - -- - - - 
33 66 90 (37.36.391. JGO 
C . -  - 
C LLST LINE, FIRST POINT 




CW=O, . - - - - . - - . . -. . -- . - - 
-- -.-- 
C=O *125'HE* IHEfHN + P**HNfHE - ALPHA*HE) V=h'N+HE*'.2/16 .--- ' . . . . - -.-.---.---- A - 
GO 10 40 
C 
C LAST LINE. WIOOLE POINTS 
FIELD 
C - A -- - - --- ---- - --- - 
38 CN=0.5e4HE+HWI/HNe(RHO+!Wi--HWB/~~I 
. cs=o. .. - . -  - -- ---- -- . ---- ------- ----- - . -- 
CE=O.S*HN/HE-(RHO+HEI~.D 
CS=O oS*HN/HWI 1RliOI-HW12. )---- ' ----- .--- 
C=O.S+HNe (HE+HM)* (RHO/HE/HW + (Io-ALPHA*HH) *(RHO+ (HE-H'A)/Ge 1 /HN** 
12) . . -. .. - -- -- --- - - - -  .... 
V=C .240*HW (HE+HY I *iRHO 4 4HE-HW)/Q.I 
. . GO 1 0 . 4 6  . . - -- - - - .  - - - -  ---- 
C 
3- L 4 s_r_ LI N E.-Las_T_PO~I N t  
C 
39 CN=O .SaHYIHWI t RHO-HW4- I - - . . -.  . - .. 
. -  --. . _ 
CS=U . 
CE=O. .... . - -  . 
- - - - -- - -  -. -- - - . - - 
CW=Oe5*HN/dU*t~~0-~~/2.i . 
-- C=GeS*t tHM/HN*HN/HWgaLPHA+.HH) L(RHO--HUfi c)-Hh* (S€TAtRHQ_+-Or25 11.- 
V=O .25*HN*HW* ( R H O - H W  I 
CALL f'RfNT ----_ - - . - .. . - - .  . -.-..- . -. - ~ -- ~- 
41 CCHf IWJE 




SUaROUff NE LEFT ~RHOIHNIHSIHE~HMICN~CS,CE~~W,C~V) - -  . .- . . ... . .  -. - 
~ - CN=O.l2S*H€**2/HN 
CS=CNWHNI HS - 
- -- - _ -- .. _ ..I__ _ _  _ - -. - -- - - 7  -. - CE=O ZS* 1 HN+HS 
CU=O. 
- -- C=@ .zS*-CHN+HS) * c ~ ; + ~ ~ ~ * H E * * ~ ) H ~ ) H ~ ) - ~  
V=HE**2*(HN+HS)/lLI 
RETURN . - - - .- - -. _ _ - - - _ - _ -_-  -- 
€NO 
- - - -- . . 
SUBSOUTINE H I  OOLE ( R H O , H N ~ H S , H E . H U , C N , C S ~ C ~ ' ~ C H ~ C ~ V )  --- -- 
CN=O*S*tHE+W)lHN+(RHO+ IHE-HH) / 4 0 1  
CS=CN+HN/HS . _ _ _ _ _  __- -  --  
CE=005* iHN+HS) /HEW (RHO+HEI~ ,Z 
- - CH=3.5*(HN+HS)/HU*(RHO-HW/Z.i - - ---- -- 
C=9 *S*(HN+HS)*(HE+Hn)+(RHO/2E/HWt (RHO+ (HE-HH) 14.1 lHN/HS) 
J=O.ZS*(HN+HS) +(H€+HH)+ (RHO+(HE-HW) -1%. I.__- - - 
RETURN 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































COMMON J J N ~ I I N ~ J J S ~ I I S ~ N T O T  ,RNT ( S O )  ,ZNT ( s 3 i  ,RST(SOI , Z S T ( ~ O  
1 RZ( 500.2) ,PHIN(2Cr2G) ,PHISiZG,2G),QHaND( S G 2 ) r I F I R S T r H  
COHHON/iLO/NCOLS,NC'.LSE,NCOLSSr NROHSN,X(5;0) rNi3OWSStOEUYE~OE'3YEZ, 
--- - 
1 RHOMI(SO)rRHOE(5F) ,?YC?Sli50) , N  ZS(5G) r P H I i S ;  ) r N G A P ~ N O I S K  
SOHHON/A/CNICS,CE,C!*~C~V, INDX~JSATIRHO,Z~I  NOXN( Sd;) r f  NOXSi 5 0 3 )  
I.INDXE( SC3)rINOXWI 5 9 t I r C O N S T (  SGdJ6)  
COHHON/OENI/Il~HbHE~NEHPHI~ I S A V E ~ N C N G R U P  SC3) ~ O S A J E ~  5 0 0 )  
****+**+++ HODIFfCATION FOR F I N I T E  OISK THICKNESS - - - - . -- . - -  - 
1 , ZFRONT 
RIDIUS=RHONI(NCOLSN) 
.-- - O!IEGA=l .9 
EPS= 0.00001 
- - - -- - . . . -  - - - -  - - -  - -  -- ---- - -  - - - -  .- 
ITflAX=20OO 
ITCOUN =O 





I F  (NEWPHI~GT~O~.AND~~OEBYE~GT ~ d * ) ' r ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ( ~ ) ; I ~ l ~ 3 ~  
1 0 0  FORHflT ( I lX,45HHODIFIED POISSON P209LEW TO INCLUOE EXP (PH I )  
- - - -. -. - . A -. - - 
IF~IT.GT.O~ANO~IFIRST~GT~OI GO TO 2 
DO 1 K =I,NTOT 
- - .  -- ... - . . . -- - ~ . .  . - ..- -- - - - -- 1 X(K)=O. 
2 TTCOUN =fTCOUN ti 
-- - - -.--------------- - - OELTAH=O 
00 3 K=l,NTOT 
- . - - - - -. . . -- .. . - . - .- - - - - - - - . A - - -- . Xl=X(K)  
SN=CONST (KrI)/CONST(K,5) 
. . -. - . -  - . - - - . . - . .. - . - - - -. - - - . . SS=CONST (K.2) /CONST (K,S) . 
--- 
SEzCONST (K.3) ICONST (K,S) 
. -  SW=CONST (Kt4l /CONST (K;S)-- 
SR-QHAHO (K) /CONST 4 KWS) 
INDXNK=INOXN(K) . - - - & ? & ; J 1 $ ~ ~ - Q . p ~ & -  - - 
INDXSK=TNOXS(K) CiRICIXAL PAGE I S  POOR 
INDXEK=f NOXE( K) - - -. - -  - - -  - - - 
INDXWK-INOXHIK) 
'A4=SR - - - - - a . - - - A 
I F  (INDXNY *GTo 0 1  AA=AA+SN*X( I:dlXNK) 
I F  (1NDXSKoGT.O) AA=AA+SS'X( INDXSK) --  
I F  (INDXEKoGT l 0 )  AA=A4+SE*X( INOYEK) 
IF(INOXHK*GTsO) AA=AA+SH+X( INOXHK) . - . . . . .- -. - . - -- . - -. . - - -- - . - - 
IF(NEHPH1oEOo JoOR.OEBYEoEQo 0.1 GO TO 3 0  
- -  C HOOIFICATION TO INCLUDE EXP (PHI Tb! POISSON P ~ O B L E - ~  
BB=CCVST (K,6) /CONST(K,S)/OEBYE**2 
CALL 2OOT (4A,BB,XX) 
X (K? =XX 
GO TO 35 - -- - - -  .. .. - 
30  X(K)=A6 
- -- -  35  - CONTINUE - --  - - - -. - - --- 
C 
C 
S SET PHI=@ AT ZN BOUNOPRY 
fF(KoLEoJJNo4NOa( IF IRST o G T a O o O R o N E W P H I * G  X(K)=O a 
**+++**+** flOOIFICATION FOR F I N I T E  OISK THICKNESS 
C SET P h f  TO BODY POTENTIAL AT ADDITIONAL 900Y POINTS I F  ANY.------ 
f F ( 8 Z ( K ~ I ) ~ L E o ~ A D I U S ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . R Z ~ K ~ 2 )  oG~o FRONTaANOaRZ(U~2 l  .LToCo) 
1 X t K ) = P H I  (1) 
C 
- 87 - SEIOEL 
X ( K ) ~ O ~ E G A * X ~ K ) + ~ 1 o ~ O H E G A ~ * X ~ .  .. . -., .. - - . -  
Of LTA=bSS (X (K) - X I )  
- I F  (XleNEo rje 1 OEl.1 A=40S( t X  (K ) -X l ) /X l ,  - ---.-.-- . .. . 
IF(OELTA~CTIO€LTAW) O E L T d H = ~ L T I  
--- ... 3 CONTINUE 
IF (ITCOUN .CT. ~ M A X )  WRITE ( Y  .ii) ITNAX 
IFtITCOUN*CTeITH4X) GO TO 9 - ----. . -~ . - 
I1 FORHAT (If //%OH XORE THAN* 14 r ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ R ~ ~ ~  ONS) 
IPR=ITCOUN/SO 0 - .- . . -__-.. -- -. - -' - . - - . -- - - . . 
1FIIPR.LE.IPROLO) GO TO 15 
.IP~OLO=IP-i3 - 
GO TO 1 0  
. .  . 1 5  I F .  (OELTAffwGl .EPS.) -GO TO 2 .- - - - - - . - - -  
C 
. C - - - .  ITER4TION F IN ISHED _- - - - - - - - -  .. . 
C 
- 
---9 .It()-2 - 
10 NFPP=INTOT/300) + 1 
0 0  5 1  I P = l r N F P P  . .. - -  ---------- - 
WRTTE(H* 22)  ITCOUN*EP<OELTAH,O~ECA 
DO 5 1  1 = 1 r 6 0  . . . . .  . . .-_.. -- 
q i = I  + 3CO*(IP-I)  
------ K2=KI  -+_-GO --- 
K3=K2 60 
K4=K3 +_ 60 - -  -. . ---- - - -  - - ------. . 
K5=)<4 + 6 0  
IF IKSwLE~NTOT1 WRIfEIH,3333) K l * X ( K l )  ,K2,X(KZ) sU3rX fK3) r K 4 t X  fK4 )  
1K5,XtKS) 
--- .- IF(KSeLE*NTOT) GO-TO 51.--- -. - 
IF(Y4eL€eNTOT)WRITE(M*3333) K1,XIKl) ,K2yX(KZ) * K 3 * X ( K 3 )  rU+,X(Kb) 
IF(K4wLEmNTOT) GO TO 5 1  . - - A . . . 
IF(K3mLE.NTOT) HRITEIH13333) K l r X ( K 1 )  s K Z , X ( K ~ )  9 ~ 3 s ~  tK3B 
IF(K3eLE.NTOT) GO TO 51 . . . . . .~-  . .
IF (Y2e lEmNTOT)WRITE(n l t333)  K l * X I K i 1  *K2,X(K2) 
TF(KZ.LE.NTOT) G O  TO 5 1  ---- -- 
IF(KI.LE~ NTOT) HRITE(Hr3333) ~ 1 ~ x 1 ~ 1 )  
5 1  CONTINUE 
3333 FS9PlAT(5(I8.F16*8)) 
OVERLAY (OISYUSI~,O) - - --. - - -  I 
PROG!?AH OENSTY 
COWON JJN,IIN~JJS~IISrNO,RN(SO)rZN(5C 1 vRSt SJ) 9 2  5 S SJO r 
1 ZSVt  500) ,PHIN(2Gr22)  *PHIS  tZC*ZS)  *COSQ( 5 2 0 )  r I F I R S T s f l  I 
- COYHON/DEH/NPRINT~HO~HC~HA,H3,HE,STEP,RSAVZ~ ZSAVEeALPHA,BEfA~EE~-  
i XHSAVE* RADIUS 
COYNON/OENl/I T~H4HE,NEHPHI, I S 4 V E s N G R ~ N G R O U P  569) r OSAVEC S f  0)  - - -  
+*+*++**+* HODIFICATION FOR F I N I T E  D I S K  THICKNESS 
1 r ZFRONT e I -- - -  - - - - - A  
COHHON/P/INT~ IGN, JG tis IGS. JCS I 
----- - 
I COUHON/T/X~Y.Z~R.XOOT,YOOT, ZOOT,PHI,PHf R P H I Z E G O r O R G C l 2  I 
O IYENSI  ON At21 SONORTH (20  926 ) ,DSOUTH12G 9 23) 
D I t E N S I O N  PAQTCL(2) v P A R T I ( 2 )  rPARTZ(21,FATE(Z) r E N D l t 2 )  ,EN02 (2) -- 
OATA PAR?I /€H ION 96H / rPART2/6H ELECT r6HRON / I 
DATA EIID1/6H ASSOR,6HBED /,ENOZ/6H ESGAP,6HES - -4-_ -- - -  I 
P I  = 3.1415926536 I 
-- A(I)=-l,/SQRT(3,) 1 I
h ( P ) = - A t 1 1  




I P R I N T = l  - - - ---- ---- - - 
I F ~ ~ C ~ G T , O ~ O R . N C Q ~ G ~  ) IPRINT=O I 
I 
- NTOT=NO , 
NPTS=NO 
I IN! l=I IN-1 -- - - -  - - -- - - --------A ---- - - 
I T S # = I I S - 1  
N l = I I N H * J J N  - - - -A - - . - - - - - - - - 
N2=NTOT-IISH+JJS 
-- 00 5 ?=I ,? IN --, OF THE - - 
DO s J=~.JJN 
~ p , f ~ a h L  PAGE IS POOR 
5 DNORTH (1 rJ) =O a -  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
00 6 I = l r I I S  
DO 6 J = 1 9  J J S  - - . -- - - - -- 
. . - - - .. 
6 DSOUTH(1. J)=O.  
-- 
5 0 CONT I NU€ -- 
c DO ONE CHARGE OENSITY-OR-CURRENT~~OENSITY~~~OR~~DQALL 
I F  (UO oEQ 0 )  NPTS=1 - - -  - - A - - - -- - -. 
lF(M0~EQ.C)  RSV(l)=RSAQE 
TF(HD.EQ.0) ZSV' l )=ZSAVE . -- -- -- - -  - -  
I F  IYCOEQ. 0 )  WRITE ( f l r 6 6 6 )  IT INGR- 
- - - - -  IF(MC.GT.0) HRITE ( H r 6 6 7 )  I T  - - ---- 
H R I T L  (H,664)NPRINT,HO,flC~HA,H8*HE,STfP,RSAVE*ZSAVE, 
1 ALPHP,BET4,EE,XflS4VE 
465 FO"HAT(lhl/l3HCDENS?TIES~5X~4HIT =,13r3X,SHNGR = * I 3 1  
667 FO?YATIiH1/3Yi!C?ISREt:; 5,5X,4HIT = * I 3 )  
664 FO!?HPT( X ~ Z 2 H N P Z I N T r H D , H C , H A , H B ~ M E = ~ 6 1 4 /  
1 lXr37HSTEP*RSbVE rZS4VF ,PLPH4rPET.L r E E r  X H A C H = * ~ F l O  a5/_)-- 
C 
I F  fNPRINT a E Q s  0 )  URITE (NrE6C 1 NPRTNT - 
IF('JPRINTsEQm1) WRITE(M,661) NPRINY 
I F  (IIPRINT .EQ. 2 )  "RII E ( l l ,652) NPRINT 
I F  (NPRTNT . E Q s  3 )  H91TE (H166Z)  NPRINT 
66C FOSY4T(lX*BHNPRINT =,12*39H .EI\NS Y O  TRA.JZCT O Q Y  P i l I N T I N G  i 
661 FORMAT(lX,8HNPRIhT z 1  L2933H I N D I C E S  01 FSCZPING T I I A J E C  3 2 I E S  ONLY) 
6 6 2  F03Y4T(1X,2HNnRINT =,I?, 76H=FIYST + L A S l  "EPS 9F :GCH T R P J E C T O R Y )  
5h3 FOOHET (IXI8HNPRINT =, 12,3bl4 EVERY STEP OF ALL T R 4 J ; C i O I I .  ; 1 
C 
t!OSTPS=O 
.. - ---- - -  ------ .-. - - - -  - -. . - C 90 95 LOOP ENDS AT END OF QROGRAN 
I F t H D o G T  l CoaNOoNC .EQoOI NPT S=NO+I 
- . ,- . - . - --. *.. ---. ~- - - - - - - 
6 0 00 95 N=I,NPTS 
. .~ RSAJErRSV ( N I  : 
ZSAVE=ZSV r N i -  p# 
I F (NoLEoN1)  GO TO 7 
.._ __ __ .___. - _ --_ I_--- ------- --..-.- . .. -. .. . IF (NoCTsN2)  GO 10 8 ' 
7 00 1 I = i , I f N  
. . . - . --.----. . . -- .---. - .. -.--.-..--- - . --.- - . -  - - .  




00' 2- J = l . r S J N  - - .  -. 
I F  (RSAVEo EQeRN (JI 1 JN=J 
2 CONTINUE .- . .. - . . - . . 
IF(N.LE.NlI GO TO 9 
8 . - .... - -  - - - - - -  - -  00 3 I = l , I I S  
I F  (ZSAJEo EQoZSt I )  I IS=I 
. 3  -- - ' CO Nf N"E - .- ----- . . -- 
00 4 J=l,JJS 
-- -- - -- - -----.-~ I F  (RSAVE l EQaRS (a; J JS=3 
4 CONTINUE 
9 CONTINUE 
- . . - - - .- . . - -. - - . . - - . . -. -. - - . - - - -  .-- - .- -- .- -- -. .- .. - - 
- 
IF(N.LE.N~~AYDoIN.GT~u~~NO~ J N 4 T . W  DNORTHIIN, JN)=DS4VE(NJ 
I F ~ N ~ G T o N ~ ~ A N O ~ I S ~ G T O O ~ A N O ~  J S ~ G T ~ GOSOUTH(IS~-JS)=OSAVE(N~ 
IF(NGRaEQo0) GO TO 1 5  
I F I I T o G T  o O o A N D o N o L T o N P T S a A N O a N G R O U P ~ N )  a N N R  COSV(N)=OSAVE(Nl 
I F  ( IToGT a OoANDaNoLTaNPTSaANOaNGROUP(N) o N N  GO TO 95 
1 5  CONTINUE - -. . - A . - - - 
+++**+++++ HOOIFICATION FOR F I N I T E  D I S K  THICKNESS 
- I F  ~ R s A v E ~ L E . R A D I ! J S ~ A N O ~ Z S A V E ~ G E ~ Z F ~ O N T  ~ A N D ~ Z S ~ V E L J T C O ~ S V ~ N ~ O ~  
I F ( R S A V E ~ L E O R A O I U S ~ ~ N O ~ Z S ~ \ V E ~ G E ~ Z F R O N T ~ ~ N O ~ Z S A V ~ L T ~ ~  G  TO 95 
. . . - -- - - -. . - - - . - - - . . .. - . - -- - - - - . . - - - . - - 
IF(HCaEQa~oAMO~ISAVEoEQa0) DSAVEINl=Oa 
rIASAVE=flA MBSAVE=HB . - -. . - - . . -  . . . - . - . - . . - - - .- - - - -- - . - - - . - . .- - -. - - - - - . 
- -- --  - 
flESAVE=NE 
ST EPSV=STW 
INCRE A=Q IF (MCmtT, o C )  GO TO 20 --- ~ - - - 
++*++ INC8EA5E ACCURACY NEAR AXIS  
I F  IPSAVEo LE aRN ( 2 )  .AND aZSAVE; GT *Om)  HA=NE=i6 
----A . - 
I F I R S A V E a L E o R N ( 2 ~ o A t J O ~ Z S A V E ~ G T a O a )  STEP=oOf 
'IF (RSAVEmLEoRN 123 .ANOoZSAVE.CTaO~;l- I N C R E A = i  
2 0 CONTINUE 
c FIRST HE no THE IONS--- ' - . . - . . - - . - -  - - 
SC ALE-1 l 
PARTCLt I) = P A R T l ( l )  . - - - . . . . 
PAQTCLf2) =PARTl (2 )  
C RETURN FROH EN0 -OF H 4 T N  FOR ELECTRONS----p -- ---- 
237 I F  1SCALEaGT.OoaANOaNaEQa1aANOaIPRINT,EQ.l WRITEtfl,30GO) 
1 IRN(J) ,J= i ,JJN)  
300C FORHAT(///,IX,Z%H POTENT1 AL ARRAY - N O R T H / l l X ~ 2 H R = ~ l 6 F 8 a 4 /  
1 (/3X,16F8o4)) 
C 
- - -- .- I F (  SCALE; GToO.) XHACH=XHSAVE-----I-- --- ------- -- 
I F t S C A L E a L T  0 0 0 )  XflACH=Oo 
PHTH4X = 0. 
DO 11 I = i , I I N  
DENSTY 
09 10 J=l ,JJN - - ------- ---- -- 
1 0  PHIN~IIJ)=SCALE+PHIN(I~J) 
I F  t P H I H A X e L f ~ P H I N t I ~ 1 ) )  PHIHAX = P H f N f 1 , l )  .-----.----- - 
I F  tSC5LE *€Q*-I* *OR* NeGTal  eOR*IPRINTmc'Qe f !  GO TO 11 
-,---- WRITE tH13331 X r Z N  (11 9 IPHIN(i:.J) r J= i * JJN)  - 
11 COtlTINUE 
333 FO9HATtlSHLINE~I4~5X,2HZ=~F8r4/t/7Fl6r8))-.-- - - - --- 
C 
- IF ISCI ILE*Cf  *O*rANO*N*EQsi*ANOsIPRINf .EQ.iJ H R I J E f H r 4 O C J L - - - . - - - . -  
i (RS tJ )  9 J = l q J J S )  
.--4 090 -.FORHAT( f 14124t-I POTENTIAL .ARRAYL.SOUTHL~~X~ ~ H R = .  1 6 ~ 8  
* 
1 ( / 3 X ~ l b F B e 4 )  
- ,  
. . -. . .. - - - - -  .. - .  -.- - .- .---. --.-.------- 
DO 13 T=lrI I S  
DO 12 J=l,JJS - --- ----- -. .-.-*.-. - ---.- ----. . -- 
1 2  P H I S I I , J ) = S C P L E * P H I S t I ~  J) a. 
.-----. . I ~ ( S C A t E * E Q ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ O R ~ N ~ G T ~ 1 m O R ~ I P R I N l . ~ . E Q ~ . . O ~ ) O  10 i3 - 
HRITEiH,333) I l Z S ( J 8 ,  ( P t i I S ( I , J ) ~ J = t ~ J J S )  
13 C3NfINUE .-_- - -. .. -.._ - 
C 
C SET .UP SUMS 0VER.TRAJECTORIES - 
C 
-.---- IF ( H A  EQ *O)-tO-r0_32 .- .. 
3AHAX=2 
. 1 9 ~ 4 ~ = 2  . . -  .. . . . . . -~ .- - 
Y AHAX=HA 
K8HAX=H8 -~ -- . .  .- - .  -+ .. -- .. 
NU?iBER=H4+tl8*4 
C_.OC CINLY ONE BETA _ON- A X I S  (SYHMETRYJ 
-- -.- 
I F  (RS.!JE*EQaOe 1  KBHAX=l 
I F  (RSAVE*EQ 00 1 NU! lO€R=HA*2  . _ _ .- -. 
IF(RS4VEmE4*0.) JBHAX=I  
I F  (SCALEaGI -0. *ANDaNmEQmI) WRTTE(H.56C) Mll,HB,NUHBER 
668 F O R H A T t / l X t I 6 r i 6 H  ALPHA-IHTERVALS,IX,I6, 1 S H  BETA-INTERVALS,IX ,IE 
57Q FORHATIlX,I 6~47H EE CHGY T N f  ERVALSt WITH 2 ENERGIES y C ? - I N T E R q 4 L / / I  
---- A - - 
C 
GO TO 33 
C 
C SINGLE EMERGY 
C 
IF(SL4LEmGTaCo * 4 N D e d s E Q a 1 #  HRtfE(U,S7Zl  ZE A A 
673 FOR'4AT(IX,JIH M3NOENERGETIC CASE H X r H  ENFRGY.FlDaSJ/) 
C 
so To 33 
-. . . 
C 
. . .- --.. -. - -  
C  SING^ 5 TRAJECTORY - 1 ) , 4 ~ f - - - -  
J E H 4 X = l  
- -  . - --- - -  - .  - - -- - - - -  - - -- . . KAHAX=I 
UBHAX=l 




- WRITE (H,'669)--ALPHA10€74,E€ . - -- 
669 FORHPT ( 1 8 H  S f  NGLE TRAJECTORY/ 7H ALPHA=pFZOe18, 8H - .--. OEGREESI 
I 6)' BETA=pF2OeiBt 8H DEGREES/ 8 H  ENERGY=,F10 06) 
S I NA= S I  N (ALPHA 8 - -  --- - - - -  ------ - -  - -- -  -- 
COS4=COS (6LPH4) C'--- -- ' - - - -  -  -- ------ -- 
C SUH OVER AlPHA9 BETA* AND ENERGY 
- . - - - - - - - C --A . -.-- - -.-- ---- - 
CI 
u 33 OENST=O .. . - ~ .  .-I ---- -- . - -  ---- -- 
DO 1OGi KE=l,KEHAX 
- - 0 0  IOOi 'JE-Ll, JEHAX-- ---.-- up 
OENS=Oo 
NOESC-0 . -  .-. . . --- -- - - - - 
D9 1 O O O  K 8 = i 9  KBHAX 
00 i l j O ! Y  J E = i t  JBHAX--.- - -. - . - - - - - . . - - . . - - . - . .  - - -. - - . - - - . . . . 
---- 
00 I O O C  K A = I t  KAHAX 
00 1000-- J K = i t  JAHAXP- --- 
C I nL posr - -  - -  . .  ~ ~ R Q ~ ~ C B ~  OF THE --- 
C LORICJ3iAL PAGE IS POOR 
R=RSAVE . - . . . -. - - . . . . . - . - -. . . -. . . -- . -  - . . . a - - . - .  -- - - . - . . . - . - - - . . - 
- -- . - - - . 
Z=ZSAVE 
- X t R  ---- ---... -.- .-- --..-- 
v=o: 
- .- . -- -. -- - I NT=O 
CALL INTERP 
INT=l - . - - - -- - -- -- -- -- - 
PHISAV=PHI  
- 
' **+++ ASSUME BOLTZHANN F4CTOR -FOR ELECTRONS -(OVERRIOE$---- 
IFIABS(PH1) .GToSOOo) GO TO 96 
.- - - -. - . - . . -. .. - - - - - IF(HC*EQm@mANOmSCALEoLT~Oo) OENST=CXPC-PHI) 
IF (?C."*OoANDeSCALEoLToO m )  GO T O  96 
IF(HC,EQoOo4NDoISAVEoGT*O) DENST=OSOVE (N) ' - - . - - A -  
I F  ~ H C I E Q *  O.ANDoISAVEo ST.O 1 GO T O  96 
. . . . . . - - - - - - -  --- - . - - - - - 
PF(STEPmLE0Om) W R f T E ( r f , l i i )  
iif. FORI . IAT( / / / / / IX~S?HSTOP DUE TO S T E P  LE. ZERO **+I* ****+) 
IFISTEPoLEmO.) STOP 
C .. . - .  - .- .. . -. 
,. .. . 
C I N I T I A L  VELOCITY 
C - -- - . -- . - --- .- -. -- - . -  
SPEED=!! l 
1FfHE.NEoOI GO T O  t i  
E=EE 
IF (EoLT.PHI )  NRITE(?l,674) KE,JEIKB~JBIKA,JA,BETA1eACPHA1,E,PHIZAV 
IF(EeCTeQH1)  G O  TO 1OCg 
GO TO 40 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - .... 
41 C E = ( A t J E )  + FLOAT 4 2 ~ K E - I - I l E ) I / F L O A T  (ME1 
- - -- - - . .  . E= ( I .+CE) / I Ie -CE)  + AHAX$( PHI  C 0 .  .-. . ... . .  
IFIXMAGi1oCT.le 1 E=XHACH*+2* (I e+CE) / ( l o - C E )  + AtlAXI(PHI,.J a )  
f F ( E a C T  .Oe U R I T  E ( H r 6 7 4 )  KCrJE,KB,JS,KA,JIsBETAl rALPHAl tE,PHI  SAY 
1FtEa~T.Om I STOP 
C - -- , -- - .. - 
40 SPEED=SQ%T ( E  - P H I )  
- - - . - . IF(HAaEQaC) GO TO 39 - - - - - - - - - . .-..--- -- - 
CA = ( A I J A )  + FLOAT(Z*KA - 1 - HP))/FLOPT(?lA) 
IFlHCaEQmO) COSA=CA . - .  - . 
P POWER=XNACH 
f F ( H C o F Q a O o 4 N O o P O W E R o G T o l o )  COSf l=- im+Za*( ( f  a+C4)12al**POHER . - 
I F  (HCaEQoC) S f  NA=SQRT ( I w  - COSA**2) 
- --. --  - I F i f l C a G t a O )  S I N I = S Q R T ( a S r ( l a  + C A ) ) - -  -_......_--_-.-p. 
I F  (HCaGTaO) COSA=SQRT (1 w - SINA**2)  
CBETA=(A(J8)+ FLOAT(Z*KB - 1 - NB)) /FLOAT(f lB)  .. -. ~ . .. -. 
B E T A = P I + ( l a +  CBETP)/Zo 
C - -- .- ~ 
39 XDOT=S?EED+SINA*COS (BETA) 
-. - .-  .... YDOT=SPEEO*SINPrSIN (BETA). - --. 
ZOOT=SPEED*COSA 




- . ERGO= 0 l -. - -  --- 
DEQGHX=O l 
DE QG=O a . . - - - . - 
ALPHA1 = ACOS (COSA)*180 . / P I  
BETA1 = RETA*18Oa/PI 
ALPHA =ALPHA1 
- .  BET4=BFT41 .- . -. - - -. . . . . . . .  - - . . . . . .  - -. .-.-- - . 
ZOLO=Z 
IF(NPRiNT.NE.ZaAN0.NPRINT.NE.3) GO TO 34 
C PRINT I N I T I A L  CONDITIONS OF TRAJECTORY 
URITE(Hp674)  K E ~ J E ~ K B ~ J B T K A ~ J ~ , B E T P I ~ A L P H ~ ~ ~ E ~ P H I S A V  
6 7 4  F O P t l A T t l X ~ 3 ( 1 3 ~ I 2 )  ~ F l 7 a 6 , F 1 4 . 8 ~ 2 X ~ 1 P 2 E l I a 3 2 X 4 6 H  =KE,JE, KB, JB, 
. . . . . .  . -  
. -  - 1 KAeJA* 0ETAI tALPHA1v  E,PHI) _ - - _  
C  
US I T €  (H, 6 5 9 )  
659 FORMAT413X~I I5HSTEPS X Y Z XOOT 
1 YOOT ZOO1 ERGHA X OERGMX 1 
C 
.. . . WRITE(M,8@8) KSrEPtXrY,ZrX~OT.YDOTrZDOT .- - - _- 
888 F O R H A T ~ 1 3 X ~ I S ~ l P 6 E l l a 3 ~  
C  
C TAKE A  STEP 
C 
C 
36 CALL TRACK 
- . - - . -- -- - -. - . -. . - - 
KST?P=KSTEP+l 
IF(NPRINT~EQa3)HRITEfN~888) K S T E P ~ X ~ Y ~ Z , X 0 3 T ~ Y D O T ~ Z O O T  
TFf4BS(ESGYCX) .LT,ADS ( E R b J )  ) E . R S M 4 X ~ E P C O  
IF(ABS(0CRGMXI aLTaABS(DERC) D E 2 G M X = O E R G  
- - - r e "  
IF(KSTEPILT.HSTEP) GO T O  35 
H R I T E  (H9999) HSTEP 
WRITE(Hw971 U S T E P ~ N ~ K E I J E ~ K B ,  J ~ , ~ ~ , . J A  
999 F 0 S f l I T t i O H  HORE THAN, 1 1 3 , S H ~ r ~ p s ~  
STOP 
--- - - - - _  - 
35 R-SQRf ( X + X t Y * Y )  - -  --- ---__I - 
I F  (R.LT.R401US.dNO.SIGW, , Z )  , r r ~ . ' ; l G N  (1. ,ZOLO) 1 GO -TO  36 
++****++~+ H O D 1  F I C 4 T I O N  FOR F I N I T E  0 1 s ~  I I ~ T C K N E S S  
I F i R a L f ~ R A D I U S . A N O ~ Z o G T a Z F R ~ ~ ~ a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a t T o  GO TO 36 
I F ( R a C T . R N ( J J N ) . O R . Z . G T a Z N ( l )  , O R . Z . L T *  Z S I S  GO TO 37 
---- -- 
ZOLD=Z 
C 4 L L  I N T E R P  I-_ _ --we- - ---- - 
GO TO 34 - 
C - - .- - - -  
C P A R T I C L E  I S  A8SORBEO 
C 
36 CONTINUE 
-- - -- -- -- --- - I F  (PIPRINT ~NE.-~.ANO~NPRINT.NE*JI GO 7 0  1 0 0 2  
F A T E ( l ) = E N D I ( I )  
- - - - - - - - -  - - - - F A T E ( 2 l = E N O I ( Z ) - ~ ~ - - -  - - - 
GO TO 374 
-- -- - -- --A - - - . - - - - - - - C 
C PARTICLE ESCAPES 
- - c - -  - -  - 
- ------- -. ---- ----- 
37 I F ( N P R 1 N T a E C a i )  G O  TO 372 
- --  I F  (NPRINT aNEa2aANOaNPRfNT.NE.3) G 3  TO 373 
F A T E ( I ) = E N 0 2 t i )  
F A T E ( Z ) = E N 0 2  2 1  - 
- .  
-- 
GO TO 373 
-A WQITE(Hg674)  K E , ~ E ~ K B ~ J B ~ K A ; J A I B E T A ~ , A L P H ~ ~ ~ E , P H I S N  
7 d FIOESC=NOESC+I 
- - - - - - - -- - - - - 1FIHEaEQ.f') GO TO 374 -- 
C 
CSPNGL=tQOT/SQRT(XOOT**Z + YOOT'*Z + ZDOT**2) --- - -  - - -  - 
- - -  - - 
XPON=-?.*mACH+SQRT;E)CCSANGL - E - X M A C H * + Z  
- I F  IHCaEQaE) COEFFI=SPE5O/FLOAT(NUHSER) - - 
IF ( N C a E Q ~ O r A N O ~ P O h E R a G T a I a I  
- - - - 1 CO~FFi=COEFFi+POWER*((l~+C~)/Z*~C+(POHE.R-i.) - 
I F  IABS(XPON).GT*SCC a )  Gn TO 374 
I F  lHCaGT * O )  COEFFI=SPEED**Z/FLCAT (NUHOER) - - - --- - - 
DADD=COEFFI*EXP(XPON) 
-- - - -- ---- lJEFIS=OENS t 0400 - 
C 
374 TF (NPRINT * N E ~  2 .AND NPRINT aFJE*3) 5 0  TO 100 2 
HRlTE(M.889) F A T E , U S T E P ~ X ~ Y ~ ~ ~ X ~ ~ T ~ Y U O T , Z O O T ~ E R G H A X ~ O E U G H X  
889 F O O H A T ( 1 X  ,ZA6r 15, iP8Ei i .3)  
C 
1 0 0 2  C O N T I  NU€--------- -- ----- - - - -  
I F  (HOSTPS ,GE.USTEP) GC TO 1 0 4 0  
YES=KE 
JES= JE 






- - m-- -- - 
i ooo  contr#ur ---- - _ __ _ _ _ _ _  ___ ___-- - --- 
c ENO OF LWLE sun - - - -  -- -- _ -- ,--.-_-. ---- -----PA----- --  - - 
C 
- -  FRICT=FLOAT (NOESC )/FLOAT (NUHBER) - 
C 
- - -- IFtHPRINTe6T~OeORe <NDeEQeOeANDm~.GTm@)) --- - - -  a 
i U~ITE (ll.671) NOESC.NUH~ER.FRAC~ 9 EVOENS 
671 FORHlTtlbM RATIO ESCAPING =# 15. dH OUT OF t I S s  - - - - - - - 
1 1SH OR A FRACTION rFi3m8. 13H AT ENERGY E=sF13eStQX# 
- 2  6 1 1 0 E W S = r l E l 3 m 4 ~ 1 H U  - 
c 
I F t W R I N T  oEQoB1 GO TO 5555 - ---- - -. ----- ----- - 
fFtMeNEeBeL\NOeHC.EQee) HRITEtfl,67SB 
IF( '  *NE*BeIINOeHCmGTo 0) MQITE(fl.676) 
675 FOR' IT(1X. 66HOENS I S  THE SUN OF OADO=SPEED*EXP~XPON~ I H U H m  OVER 
- - _- - IALL Tir?EClf  3HSJ/)- ---- - - - - _ - - - - -  - - -  -- -- - - 
676 FORRE, r l l X  t 67HDENS I S  THE SUN OF OADO=SPE€O"2*EXP(XPON) INUH'JER OV- 
i E R  A t ZHtSPH:R€//) -- - 
---- -- - - - - -  - - -  -- --- - -- - -- 
C 
5555 IFtIITEmEQm8) GO TO l S O 1  - - --- --- -- 
fF(HCmEQeO1 COEFF2=4./SQRTfPI)/(l l - CE);+ZIFLOAT (WE) 
--- - 1FlYCett.O) COEFFZ=Zm/(lo - C€)**2/FLOAT (HE) 
fF(XHACHoCfo1o) COEFF2=COEFF2+XHACH+iZ 
OENST=OENST + COEf FZ'OENS -- --- -------- - - _ _ - -  -- -- - - -- 
C 
1 0 0 1  CfiNTItUJE--_ - - -  - - - - --- - - -- - - -- 
C 
- -- I F  (NEmEQoCmANOmHC mEP.G) DENST=SPEEO*FRACl-_ 
I F(~EmEQeC~AhOoHCmGf.0) DENST=SPEZO**2*FRACT 
96 IF( t¶CeGTeel  WRITE(1?4,677) RSAVE,ZSAVE,PHISAVrPARTCLrOENSf - - 
677 FORNAT(/6H AT R=,F13.8, t H  bN0 Z = ~ F 1 3 . 8 ~  1 3 H ~  THE POTENTIAL' IS=, 
1 F l f  .8/1XtZOH AN0 THE NORHALIZEO .2A6320H CURRENT DENSITY I S = , I  PEL3 
2e6//) 
C 
---- - --- --- - - - -  - - - - -  
fF(SC4LEmtTo~eoPNDmHC.EQ.O) GO TO 9 1  
C RETURN TO BEGINNING O F  TRAJECTORIES.~FO!t ELECTRONS 
-. - - - ~ - .  .. - . -- - . . .. . - 
C 
CDSV(N)=CO - .  - - .  
IF(HCmEQoOmANOmNEHPHIoEQo0) OSAVE(N1=CD 
- C SAVE f ON OENSITY ONLY I F  EXP(PHI# I S  TO BE INCLUDED-IN--POISSON-SOLUT I O N  
IF(HCmEQm@oANDmNEWPHI,CT.O) GOSJ(N)=DENSA 
PH ISAV=-PHISAV 
IF(MCmEQmG) WR1T€(H16721 N,RSAVE~ZSAVE~PHISAV~DENSA~OENST~CO 
672 FOQflATIIX* SHAT N=rI4,9H R ~ Z ~ P H I = ~ l P 2 € 1 3 ~ 2 ~ € 1 2 m 4 ~  L A  
1 4?H. THE fON/ELECTROUICH4F;GE O E N S l T f E S  A82=r 3E13.4) - --- -- 
IF(INCRE4.Gf.O) WRITE(N,6?21) NrNArH8,HE *STEP 
6121 FORHATtlX.IZHFOR POINT N s t  $3*6Xt 
------- - 
1 33HMfirH8,nEr AN0 STEP 1 R f  CHANGE0 TO* 315,4H RNO,F&$~S* 
2 2 Z H  FOR I NCREASEO 4CCUUACY /J 
c -  - -  ---- - . - 
9t! 00 92 t = l s I t N  
.-- ---* -. - - * -- -- --- . -- -- --- --.-- ---- - - --- - - 
00 92 J=ltJm 
92 PHINtI~JI=SCALE*PHINtI~Jl 
--- - - --. ----- - - --- -.- - --- ----- 00 93 f = i r I I s  
-- 
00 93 J=l,JJS 
93 PHIS( I; J) =saiE+i p ~ f ~ t 1 i 5 j j  
+*++* RESTOQE WA~H~SHE,  STEP 
-- - ---  -- - . -- - ----- -- - - ---- . HII=HASAVE - 
Hfl=HBSAJE 
--- - --- - - -- ---------- --- ------ -------- - ME-HESAVE 
--- 
STEP=STEPSV 
95 -CONTINUE-- - 
IF(ND.fTo0) NRITE(Pl.666) ITINGR 
- - - - - - - IflBO.GT.0) HRITE(Hr94)  (NrFSV(N).ZSV(N)rCOSV(N), 'N=I,h?TS) 
9 4  F ~ ~ H I T ~ I ~ X ~ ~ H N ~ ~ X S ~ H R ~ ~ ~ X ~ ~ H Z ~ ~ Z X ~ ~ H D I C D ~ ~ ~ X ~ I ~ ~ ~ F ~ ~ ~ S ~ J  - - 
C TRAJECTO??Y WITH HOST STEPS. PRINT INOICES(N~4NO K AN0 J INDICES) 
--- 
HRITE (H.971 H O S T P S . N S A V E S K Z S ~ J E S ~ K ~ S ~ J ~ S , K A S ,  J  
97 FOQHAT(IX.ISrI4;- 3t13112) r34H =HOSTSTEPS.Np KE,JE,- I(B,JS, KAp J A  
IF(TPRINToEQ.0) GO TO 99 
HP,ITE(H,ZOBlI - - - -  - - -------- --- - --- - - -- 
1FtISAJE.Gf 00) H R I T E ( H ~ 2 0 0 3 )  
- - -  - 2 0 0 1  FORHAT ~ IH I I IX ,21HOENSITY ARRAY - NORTH- 1- 
- 
WRITE ()?. 2004) (RN (Jl r J=l, JJN) 
ZOO&-- FORHAT (/IXv2HR=;lbF8i 4/ ( / 3 X  t 1 6 F 8 X I 1 )  
2003 FORfiATfiXr40HOENSITIES REAO I N  RAT HER THAN CALCULAT €0 //) 
- - - - - - - - -- 0 0  100  1=1r I I N  
U R f ? E ( H , 3 3 3 )  I T Z N ~ I I ,  (ONORTH( I IJ )~J=I ,JJN~ 
1 0 0  CONTINUE - - -- - - - - - -- -- ----- - - 
WRITE (U, 2002) 
- 2002 FORMAT ( / / / / l X  21HOENSITY-ARRAY Y~-SOIJTHHf/) 
HRTTE IN. 2 0 0 4 )  (RS (J) 9 J=lr  JJS) 
DO 101 I = i , I I S  - - . ----  - -------- - -  - - -  - 
HRXTE(H.333) I I Z S ( I ) ~  (DSOUTHIIrJ),J=lrJJS) 
1 0 1  COflTINUE - - - - -- - ---- --- --- --- 
9 9  
-------- 
CONTINUE 
EN0 - --- -- 
DENSTY 
SU3SOUTI NE INTERP 
COHHON J J N I I I N ~ J J S . I I E ~ N O , R H ~ ~ ~ ) ~ ~ N ( ~ O )  sRS(53  p Z  S V  50: 1 s  
1 ZSV l  SO~~rPHIN(ZOs2O1sPHISIZOs20) sCOSV( SO01 s I F I R S T  sH 
COY~ONIPI INT.1 GN, JGN.IGSw JCS 
- --- CONHONI T / X ~ Y B Z I R ~ X O O T ~ Y O O T ~ Z O O T ~ P H I ~ P H I R ~ P H I Z ~ E R ~ O B O F R G ~ C ~  . -  - - - - --- -- - - - - - -  - - --- A sC2sE ----- 
I G  N=ZGN=I GS=JGS=& 
hCH=O 
- - -  ----- - -  - - - ----- --- ---------- - - 1602 = 0 
IF(1NToNE.O) IGO2 = IGO 
--- ---- - ---------. - -- 7-- - - - -  - -- I GO=2 
- -  
I F  (ZoGEeOo) I W = l  
---- -- - -- 
-IF(IGO.NE.IGOZ)~-INT = o 
C NORTH 2 . .  
C - - .-- - -  -- -. . - .. - - -  . - - .  - 
C ASSUMING Z N t I I N )  LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO Z LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO ZERO 
. - . - - - -- . . - ---. -------- -. - - -  -- - - 
1 IF(ZmEQoZN(1)) I G = 2  
IF tZoEQo ZNt1))  GO TO 1 0 3 . - -  -- - - ---- ----------- - - 
IF t INToNEoO)  GO TO 100 
. -  --. ~~. - .. - --- --  -----. ---- GO 1 C  1 = 2 s I I N  
I G = I I  N - I + 2  
---1FtZoLTo Z N f I C ~ i ) T - G O ~ T O ' - l ~ O 3 ~  
1 0  CONTINUE 
C . - . - .  . - -  -. - - . . . .... ---  - -  - - - 
C 4CCEPT I F  ZNt 16) LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO Z LESS TH4N Z N t I G - I  1. 
- - . . - .  
1 0 0  IF(ZeGEoZNI1G-1)) GO TO 102  
- p- IF4ZoCE.ZNfIG) )-GO -Ta-lO&----- - - 
1 0 1  fG= IC+1  
IF(ZoLT.ZN(IG1 1 GO 'TO-101.--------'------- - -- - -. - - 
GO TO 1 0 3  ft=fG-l .. . .  . . . . .  . .  - -  . .  . . - - - -  . -  - - -  - 
. 
IF(ZoGEoZN(1G-1)) GO TO 1 0 2  
1 0 3  NCH=I - -- -- 
1 0 4  CONTINUE 
C - .--- -- . --- ... - - -  . - 
C NORTH R 
C - - - - -- --- -- .. -. -. .-. - - .& - .- ~--. -----ma---- . - 
C ASSUHING RN(1) LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO R LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO I N I J J )  C .  - - - - - - - - - - - - .  ~ -- . -- -- - - - - -  - -- - - 
1FlRmEQ.RNIJJN) JG=JJN-1 
IF(~oEQmPN(JJN))GO TO 1 5 3  .- -. - A -  
IF(1NTmNEmO) GO TO 1 5 0  
DO 15 J = 2 r J J N  .. - -.. -- - .  
----- 
3G=J-1 
-.- I FtRmLT. RN( J) 2-GO'TO -.153--- 
1 5  CONTINUE 
C - . . - - - . . . . . - -  . . . . . - - . - - 
C ACCEPT I F  RNtJG) LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO R LESS TH4N R N t J G + l )  l 
C 
150 I F  (RoGEmRN(JG*l)) GO TO 152 
.. . IF(RaGt,R,,,(JG)) GO TO 15S - ---.--.-- --- - - 
1 5 1  JG=JG-1 
IFIRoLToRN(JC) )GO TO I51 
GO TO 153 
IFITERP 
1 5 2  J C = J G * I  --- - - -  - - - -  - - 
IF(RaGE.RH(3C+l))CO TO 152 
-- 153 NCH=1 . - .  -,-- -- - -. - --.-_ - -A_-. --,,---.-- -.-- - - -  
154 CONTINUE 
C ----- 
C SET UP F R A C T I O K  
FR= (R-RN (JG) 1 IOELR- 
- - - - 
P22=PHKN1IG- l rJC+I)  
b 
-- - -  - -. - - - -. - - - - -. -- - ----- -- - -  
C SOUTH Z 
. - .- - -- -- - --- - - 
ASSUHING ZS~XISI LESS THAN OR E Q G L  TO Z LESS- -TH~N ZERO. 
I F I Z o L T .  ZS ( IG - I )  GO TO 203 - _ .  _ . . - -. . - . - . .~ - -- - 
20 CONTINUE 
1, 
-- ~ -.-- .- ---------A -.a 
2 ACCEPT I F  ZS(IG) LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 2 LZSS THAN Z S t f G - 1 )  
203 NCH=I d - .  
204 CONTINUE 
ASSUHTNG RS(1) LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO R LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO R S t J J  




c ACCEPT IF - R S ( J G ~  LESS THAN OR- EQUAL TO R LESS T H A N  RS (JG+I) 
INTERP - - 
2 5 1  JC=JG-1 
- . - . - - -- . -  -- 
IF(ReLT.RS(JG))GO TO 251 
GO TO 253 
- - .- - -. .- 
-252  JG=JG+l  
. 
If (UeGE. RS( JGWI) GO TO 252 
.- - - - - .- -- ---- - - ------- ------ 
252' NCH=I. 
254 CONTINUE 
. . . . . . . . . . .- - - - - - - - 
C 
C SET UP FRACTIONS 
C 
- 
OELZ=ZStIG-1) -ZS( IC) 
. - -- - . -. - . - OELR=RSIJG+i) -US( JG) 
F t= ( f -ZS( IC ) ) /DELZ  
. . . . ~ - -  FR=(R-9S( JG))/OELR 
P22=PHIS t IG-1, JG+Z) 
-- -. . - - . - ~- - -- P 2  1=PHIS IG-19 JG) 
- - - - - - - - 
P12=PHIS I G  *JG+i)  
P t l = P H I S  ( IGvJGI- 
IGS= IG  
- . . - . .- - . ~ - . . - -  -. - - - -- . -- JGS=JG 
C 
C - - . .-- . .- -~ . - - -  INTERPOLITE - - -  
C 
- ----- 
- - - - - - 50O IF(NCHeEQ.O)-GO-TO-50i 
C 
. - - 
C SKIP I F  NO CHANGE I h  PHI-BOX 
C 
. -..-. - .- - - - .  - -  D l =  (P22-PI21 IOEL 2 
02=  ( P 2 1 - P i l l  /OELZ 
.---- --- . - 
03- (PZZ-P21) /OELR- 
D4=(P12-PI11 /DELI? 
.. . . - ... - - - -   - 5 0 1  PHIZ=DZ + FRw(O1-02)  
PHIR=04 + FZ* ( 0 3 - 0 4 )  
P H I = P I I  t F R * ( P I 2 - P l I )  + FZ+(P21 -P I11  + FR'FZ* [ P 2 2 - P 2 l - P 1 2 t P i l )  
~ .--- ~ 
RETURN 
- E N D -  - A -  - - - - 
$USROUTIN€ TRACY 
C O Y ~ O N ~ T / X , Y , Z , R , X O O T  , Y O O T , ~ ~ O T , P H L , P H I R , P H I ~ , E R ~ ~ , ~ E R G , ~ ~ , ~ ~ ,  E 
OERG=(PHI + XOO1**2 + YOOT**2 + ZDOT*+Z)/E-1. - ERGO . .. ... 
EQGO=ERGO + OERG 
VNAX=ABS . .. . - .  (XOOT) . .. -- . .. + ,. AOStYOOT) .. . t ABS(ZOO1) 
. -- -. -. - - . . - --- - - - . - - - . . 
C STEP CONTROL 
C - 
IF(RmEQoOo1 P H I X t O e  
. - . . - . .- . . - - . - . . . - - - -- . . -- - -. . . . - . - - . - - . . - - 
IF tRoEO.  0.1 PHIY=Oo 
- - -- -- - -- - 
IF(RoEQo0e)  GO TO 1 
d -- PHTX=PH~R*X/R-~-~-'--- . 
PHIY=PHIR+Y/R . . .. . 
.. . - .  . . - ~  . -. . .. . 
1 S S = A M I N l  ( C Z .  Cl /JHAXl  
OT=SS/(A8S(PHIX) + ABS(PH1Y) + A B S I P H I Z )  t 1.E-61 
-..- 
DT=4H4Xl(OT,  .OI/VHbX) 
C THE FOLLOHING CAR0 I S  FOR ZERO-POTENTIAL TESTS 
- - - . . - - . . -- If lPHIQ*EO.Oa .AND*PHIZ.EQ.d*.) DT=C~/E /VHAX-  
X = X + O T + ( X G O T - o 2 5 * 0 T * P H I X )  
. . . - - - . . - . . . . - . . - - - . - - . . . - . - . - 
Y=Y+OT+(YCOT-*25*0T*PHIY)  
Z=Z+OT* ( ZDOT-• 2S'OT*PHIZ) 
. --- . 
XOOT=XDOT-eS+OT*PHIX 
YOOT=YOOT-• S*OT*PHIY ZDOT=ZCOT -oS*DTrPHI Z..-- ... - -- . 
RETURN 
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